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President Jones Declares '04 Last Year of TentGty
remain silent on this divisive issue.
Senior Class President Soul Doubt
NEWS WRITER expressed his outrage with, "What?! He
President elect James Jones Jr. pre- didn't even give the juniors an opportuemptively struck down plans for Tent nity to negotiate for a large tarp and an
City '05 last Wednesday in his first hour of free ringer sandwiches! Oh
sweet misery, all of my passionate poliadministrative act. However, his judgticking was for naught!"
VOID
ment was not unilateral.
Acting
President Painter and Dean Alford con- President Ima Hippy conveyed anger of
a different variety, "Sign my petition
curred with the decision and praised
Jones' bravery and commitment to the telling Soul Doubt that he is a tool of The
future of the college. When asked .for Man! Damn The Man!" A very glum
SGA President Lack Clout refused to
comment, Jones was not shy in expressing his distaste for what he called the comment and stalked off muttering
Trinity "pseudo-tradition." "I feel that a under his breath something about needprecedent has been set by my recent ing an "Ubermensch."
predecessors and I have a moral obligaAs it usually does, faculty opinion
tion to follow the wisdom expressed by a varied widely. Professor of Economics
tradition of unyielding hostility to this Ty Tass commented, "Although it would
event" he explained candidly.
bolster the local liquor economy, the
JOHN SMITH

Jones showed little sympathy for the
idea of student autonomy. When asked if
he was worried about the students' reaction to his decision, he responded, "Let's
be honest here, when has their opinion
actually made an impact on an administrative decision anyway? These kids
clearly have no grasp on what is best for
the^college or themselves. Why should I
care what they think? Besides, what
could they possibly do about it? Write an
article in the TripodT'
However, it is apparent that the leaders of the student body are not going to

social costs of encouraging the satisfaction of these particular wants greatly outweigh any such benefit." Philosophy
Department fixture Lib Eralnut criticized
Jones saying, "The man is clearly an
ignorant fascist, what kind of academic
actually believes in the idea of morality
anymore?"
Jones' rationale behind his decision
to deliver the death blow to this quickly
fading custom is simple enough,
"Kalamazoo doesn't have a Tent City.
BYU doesn't have a Tent City. The
Hartford Seminary doesn't have a Tent

The tradition of students, faculty and parents congregating together on the
soccer field has been cancelled for Commencement 2005,
City. Why should Trinity have a Tent
City? This is obviously the devil's
work."
Some comments he made toward the

conclusion of his interview worried this •
Tripod
investigative
reporter,
"Muhwahahaha! Senior Brunch is going
down next!"

Hersh Named Dean of Faculty Intern Asked to Do
Inane Tasks by Boss
I.M. ATOOL

NEWS

WRITER

In an effort to spare the
Religion department the trouble
of hiring a temporary faculty
member to teach Professor
Frank Kirkpatrick's classes
while he serves as interim Dean
of the Faculty, the faculty voted
unanimously to extend the position of Dean of Facutly to former College president Richard
Hersh. Hersh accepted the.
position readily, saying, "I look
forward to working closely with
the Trinity faculty."
Professor Ugota B. Kidden
of the History Department stated, "It was a rather easy decision. I mean, we loved Mm.
The only person in the whole
school who didn't like him was

that Tripod editor." Kidden said
that the discussion during the
top-secret meeting was short
once a Theater and Dance professor put forward Hersh's
name.
Hersh resigned from the
position of College president

working mainly with the administration and the faculty in his
new position.
"It's too bad," commented
SCOTT
May Hem '06. "I wish he was
FEATURES WRITER
coming back as Dean of
Students. He really had a way
The Internship Office gives
of relating to people."
us the figures about how many
students at Trinity do an internship by the time they graduate.
I probably could have looked up
those figures for this article, but
I was too busy searching online
for what the prescribed gift is
for an 18th wedding anniverOther students have voiced
sary.
similar opinions and numerous
This brings me to the point
first-years have commented
of my article. No, it's not that
that, "Everyone says we really
there is no prescribed gift for an
missed something by not having
18th wedding anniversary,
had Hersh as our president," though that should have been
according to first-year Stu Peed.
obvious. The point is that many
Peed continued, "I've
of us stupid enough to do
been so jealous that
internships are forced into pereveryone else got to forming inane tasks by our othexperience this, and
erwise mean bosses.
now I at least get the
For instance: let!s say you
chance to.know him."
are an intern in . downtown
Hartford and your boss requires
Professor
Philip
"Flip" Dout of the
Economics Department
mentioned that the
Board of Trustees
Oaompa-loompa-doopify-doo,
declined to call a meetI've got another riddle for you.
ing when informed of
Oompa-loompa
diddlee-dee, the faculty's decision.
turn to
page 3
Dout said, "They just
want us to be happy.
Dance your cares away,
The Board, the faculty
Worry's for another day.
and the students are
Let the music play,
completely in agreeDown at Fraggle Rock.
ment about Hersh."
Down at Fraggle Rock!

" The Board, the faculty and the students are completely in agreement
about Hersh."
- Prof. Dout
last July after only one year in
office. "We missed him so
much we had to figure out a
way to bring him back," said
Kidden.
Hersh, always a favorite
among the student body, will be

you to, oh, I don't know, write
thank-you notes for her. Is this
a good use of your time?
Obviously not. However, it is
an excellent use of her time,
since now she does not have to
write these stupid notes and she
also doesn't have to pay you.
Not that I'm bitter.
Now, it's one thing that she
makes me photocopy something, realizes it's the wrong
thing and then blames me.
That's normal internship nightmare. I'm living the nightmare
where she calls me like six
times a day and'makes me into
her personal slave.
It's not like this is the first
time, either. Something about
me makes women in authority
positions treat me like I am their
b#$@*.
So, I guess the point I'm
trying to make is: don't do an
internship. It may just kill yo;i.

INSIDE THIS WEEK'S

Rob Leitzell

Richard Hersh will return to Trinity next Fall.

see PIGS on page 66
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- A LONG TIME AGO, IN A GALAXY FAR...

LETTERS TOTHE EDITOR
Inequality Evident in Cafeteria Failures

To the Editor:
The food in Mather Dining
Hall is atrocious. It gets progressively worse each time we
return from a break. The food is
bland, the options are limited,
and student satisfaction is low.
There are, however, much more

Secondly, I feel as though
the amount of creativity that
needs to go into the so-called
"Terra-Ve" station detracts significantly from the quality of
the rest of the food. Why should
the majority of the student body
suffer to satisfy the small percentage
of
tree-hugging,
Birkenstock-wearing, tofu-guzzling vegetarians who reside on
this campus?
Finally, the whole emphasis
on health from the nutrition
center and body image from the
Women's Center show yet
another example of The
Woman, to whom we must

Joseph Stramondo '04
BLACK-LISTED WRITERS

Stephanie Lopez-Boy '05 Sarah Spiegel '07
Julia Carney '07
PACK MULE AKA ASSISTANT T O EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Matthew Katzman '05

...it's because of all the people out
there who aren't just like me.
serious issues at stake.
First of all, whites are
underrepresented in the dining
hall staff. While approximately
80 percent of the student body
is white, minorities comprise
approximately 90 percent of
dining hall staff. I will completely ignore the fact that the
city of Hartford has an 82.2 percent non-white population.

stand up. Who needs positive
body image? Trinity doesn't
need people who lack self-confidence.
In conclusion, Mather bites,
and it's because of all the people out there who aren't just like

Respectfully,
Hate Maker

Terrorist Acts Must Not Go Unchallenged
To the Editor:
On March 16, 2004, the
States suffered an unprovoked
and, we believe, premeditated
attack on its soil. The grass,
which had just begun to grow
green again was beaten back by
a sharp and brutal assault. We
cannot let this overt repression
stand unchallenged.

ologies to spread to other developing nations.
Mother Nature is a threat to
,\is,all. She must be deposed
with force. I feel so strongly
about this issue that I have
decided to bypass the UN and
the Meteorologists Association
of America.
How do we know all this?
We have received word that
next year, hurricane names will

Mother Nature is a threat to us all.
She must be deposed with force.
We believe that the aggressor was none other than Mother
Nature. This storm has been the
latest in a long line of terrorist
activities.
There is only one solution.
Mother Nature must be taken
from power. For billions of
years, the people under her
despotic reign have had to deal
with her schizophrenic personality. Her subjects have not been
able to predict what she plans to
do with any accuracy. Mother
Nature does run a democracy.
This overt pagan must be contained; we cannot allow her ide-

The Trinity Liepod is published every Monday, excluding vacations,
by Lissy Wbodhams and Brian P. Nanos.
The Liepod office is located in Timothy's Restaurant,
Address all requests for bad jokes to: Liepod, Trinity College/ 300000000000000 Summit St.,
Hartford^ N J. (worst of both worlds)
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscriptions to Liepod are 1,000,000 (mwah-ha-ha)
Not Subscribing is definitely more expensive. You have been warned.
If you were hoping to subscribe to the liepod and you are not a first-year, you are more than welcome to
do so. If you were hoping to subscribe and you are not first-pear, then you have not yet figured out that this
is an April Fool's Day Joke and, therefore, only comes out ONE TIME A YEAR, If you are a first-year, you
have a little more leeway, considering the fact that we ought not expect you to know that. And yet, we do.
Our unrealistic expectations, however, arc dashed by your miserable failure to meet them and be cool. And
when the Liepod is telling you you're not cool, you've reached a new low.
Good luck getting into the Hall, loser.

include Alonzo, Francisco,
Pierre, and Napoleon. This evidence is Irrefutable.
She underestimates our
resilience. With the help of plywood, duct tape, and the preventive measures that we shall
take in this time of Code Burnt
Sienna, America will emerge
from this war as a beacon of
light, illuminating a sky that is
stormy no more.
Goodnight, and God Bless
America.
Respectfully,
Bush Whacker

Tent City! Can you believe this crap, dude? PT can't. The
administration, man, PT swears, has got it out for us. If
only those class officers weren't such tools. Let it be
known to all student reps that PT didn't vote for them.
When PT comes to Mather, PT is focused on the darn
food, not voting. And who runs for that junk? Wankers.
Hersh returns from long
vacation to mysterious
and exotic tropical locale.

Dick tells PT that he has
lost his "beer guf'and has
taken up voo-doo.

Alfisback! ... ahh, but
he's dating PT's crush,
Keira Knightley.

The Eighties once again
comes back to remind PT
that PT is still a dork.

Competitive Mud
Wrestling and Streaking
atTrin! Woo-hoo!

It used to be that AT got to
to cover all the fun stuff. No
more, this stuff is real news!
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Ludacris andEve6 Headline Spring Weekend Concert
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Szpilman Speaks On
Father's Experiences
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
Roughly 200 members of the
Trinity and Greater Hartford
community came to Cinestudio
Monday night to view the Polish
Film Festival's showing of The
Pianist, Roman Polansky's 2002
film about a Polish musician,
played by Adrien Brody, who
managed to survive World War II
in Warsaw's ghetto.
The Pianist is based on the

autobiography of Wladyslaw
Szpilman, a Polish Jewish pianist
who was one of only 20 Jews to
survive the German occupation of
Warsaw. Present to introduce The
Pianist and answer questions
after the film was Christopher
Szpilman, Wladyslaw's son. In
his introduction, he noted that the
character of his father was "only
the protagonist" of the film, and
see POLISH FILM on page 7
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Liz Welsh

Christopher Szpilman speaks to his Cinestudio audience.

FEATURES EDITOR
It is generally assumed that
Trinity students are apathetic;
supposedly we are too intent on
alcohol, the right clothing brand
and the opposite sex to care overmuch about anything else. While
I know many students who would
rather drink than think, I also
know many others who make a
conscientious effort to keep themselves informed. As hopefully
even the most news-shy are
aware, the issue of gay marriage

see BANDS on page 17

Sweeney Todd Mildly Flawed
SETH ABRAMSON
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
I was pleasantly surprised by
the performance of Sweeney Todd
this past Saturday night. I must
confess that I usually hate musicals and it is rare that I can keep
from falling asleep during the
show. That being said, not only
did I not fall asleep during this
show, but I found myself enjoying
it most of the time. Although I
feel that there were some serious
issues with the performance,
overall it was entertaining and
fairly well put together.
My first observation was the
overwhelming haze of fog that
had settled in the theater prior to
the doors opening. Although it
created an interesting atmosphere, it quickly became distracting. I found myself often watching the spirals of haze as they
moved through the space, rather
than paying attention to the narrative or performance. I couldn't
help but wonder whether or not
the lights had to be turned up to
beat through the fog. The reason
I was thinking about that is that it
must have been ninety degrees in
Garmany Hall by the end of the
show.
I loved the set and lighting
design. It really impressed me
how much the tech work brought

Same-Sex Marriages Discussed
LINDSAY NORTH

would like to hear off of their
extensive set list so you can be
sure to hear a favorite.
Friday night's headlining act
is modern alt. rockers Eve6. This
band released their first major
album (self-titled) in 1998, amazingly, when the LA threesome
was in high school. This album
produced the hit which catapulted
the band onto the music scene:
"Inside Out," Lead singer Max
Collins blew the industry away
with his innovative lyrics and
unique vocal style. Eve6's second
album, Horrorscope, released just
two years later, was the band's

www.ludacris.net

Ludacris announced as the headline for Spring Weekend
concert this year. Other acts include Eve6 and Beatnuts.

Liz WELSH

This year, TCAC has put
together a lineup of seven bands
over the course of two concerts.
Friday night's show will kick off
with one of our veiy own: the
winner of the "Trinity LIVE"
competition will be this year's
first performer. Following up is
local a band called New Blood
Revival. Recently signed to
Atlantic Records, NBR will be
working on their first major
album with Sublime's producer.
With a brass section reminiscent
of The Mighty Mighty Bosstones
and powerful vocals a la Sublime,

New Blood Revival is sure to
please the rock crowd. A highly
energetic act, their songs also
have great variety, ranging from
downright angry punk rock to
crooning blues.
Next on the Friday night lineup is another local act, cover band
The Degenerates. Regulars at
downtown night spots such as
The Brickyard, The Degenerates
cover all varieties of rock songs,
from 80's "big hair" rock to modern pop. Chosen for their ability
to get a crowd pumped up, The
Degenerates are sure to get you
ready to rock. Additionally, students will be given the opportunity to vote for which songs they

is at the forefront of social issues
being addressed in the U.S. right
now. The outcome will affect all
of us, whether we hope to be
allowed to legally marry our life
partner or if we wish to see our
friends be able to do so.
Last week I participated in a
panel
entitled
"Same-Sex
Marriage: AThreat to the Family"
as a student respondent. I was
nervous before the panel — other
events that I have attended
addressing social issues (primarily racial prejudice) have been

poorly attended and only seem to
reinforce the idea that we are all
rich, self-absorbed co-eds. This
is especially upsetting as these
panels are open to the public and
our community is usually out-represented by people outside of the
College. This time, I was pleasantly surprised to see all of the
seats filled and then some by
Trinity students along with several faculty and administration.
The faculty members of the
see STUDENTS on page 13

Chuck Pratt

Matthew Bamberg-johnson '06 sings in Sweeney Todd.
out the setting and overall feel of
the piece. However, I wasn't a
fan of the U seating, of which I
was on one end. I also thought it
was a great effect when smoke
poured out of the entryway. It
was a memorable image to have
Sweeney emerge in front of a
fiery and smoky furnace where
his victims (as we were about to
find out) were disposed of.
Sweeney's barber chair is a good
example of a neat theater device
that didn't really develop the

themes of the play. I understand
that there is a drive for. campy
comic relief in musical theater,
but I felt a bit guilty watching
people being butchered, then
hearing, chuckling as they were
thrown off stage. I think that it
could have worked if the scene
wasn't played so seriously, but
the way it was portrayed clashed
horribly.
I must admit I was a bit let
see SWEENEY on page 20

Check out a review of
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A Destructive Decision ...
In the American culture diere are few birthday celebrations singled out as milestones of one's life:
birth — entrance into the world; 13 - coming of age; 18 - entrance to adulthood; 50 - "Over the Hill" and
of course, 21 - legally allowed to consume alcohol. In most other cultures it would seem absurd that the
legal consumption of alcohol merits a ranking as one of the most important birthday celebrations, but alas,
the American culture strikes again.
In 1934 and then again in 1987 US legislators enacted one of the most detrimental laws to the
American people: the ABC Act prohibiting the consumption or purchase of alcohol products by anyone
under the age of 21. The government claimed to be acting in the people's best interest, but years later
'America's best interest" has turned into 3 million alcoholic teenagers.
The United States enforces die highest drinking age in the world. The United States also has die
highest rates of alcohol abuse by its youdi. Research has revealed that in countries where alcohol is introduced to children at an early age as an accepted part of the culture, alcohol problems among teenagers are
substantially lower. These countries have developed attitudes and habits to foster responsible drinking
instead of treating alcohol as a forbidden fruit, withheld from.those most curious. If the US were to adopt
a policy that is more conducive to.the education and healthy'experience of alcohol, teenagers would be less
likely to idtjliicaiicohol, and as a result, less destructive in their behavior. Parents would be able to take a
more proactive role and monitor the practices of their children without having to turn a deaf ear anytime
the words drinking, drunk, alcohol, beer, wine, wasted - were mentioned.
For those in favor of the 21+ drinking age, here are some figures to consider:
Fifty four percent of 8 t n graders in the US have tried alcohol compared to only 20 percent in
Great Britain, a country where the drinking age is 18 and alcohol policies are much more conducive to
healthier social drinking. • Fifty percent of 15 year-olds in Great Britain have reported drinking while the
number rises to over 72 percent of 15 year-olds in the US. Eighty percent of high school seniors have tried
alcohol by the time of graduation and over 90 percent of college students in the US have experienced alcohol before the age of 21. Binge drinking fostered by the college atmosphere is accountable for over 500,000
injuries each year, 70,000 cases of sexual assault and over 400,000 cases of unprotected sex. Wouldn't it be
a better idea to teach individuals how to consume alcohol safely throughout the course of their teenage
years instead of pushing them through a culture of destruction without any real form of guidance?
Lowering die drinking age to 18 over a period of time would not only lead to a decrease in the
abuse of alcohol by minors, it would also begin die long process of fostering a healdiier social atmosphere.
If the drinking age were lowered alcohol would no longer be seen as this forbidden entity taunting the
youth. Instead parents and adults could introduce alcohol to children over the course of many years and
through example teach diem how to drink socially and sensibly, a concept that the United States somehow
has yet to grasp.
•
For others who oppose a lowered drinking age because they feel that 18 year-olds are not mature
enough to handle the responsibility associated with alcohol, a look at the numerous privileges and responsibilities already instilled upon the youth of this country will prove otiierwise. In the 2 1 s t century 18 yearolds in America are able to vote, to buy cigarettes, to get married, to watch/purchase pornography, to have
an abortion, to serve in the army, to legally live on dieir own, to be classified as adults. In die United States
turning 18 proves your adulthood in every way but one - the consumption of alcohol. If society believes
that an 18 year-old is mature enough to legally enter into the commitment of marriage, how can we say
that he is not responsible enough to have a glass of wine at his wedding reception?
If US officials would crawl out of the cave diey have been living in for die past 20 years and realize die alcohol problem diat has only begun to plague this country, then maybe the 1,400 college students
who are killed by alcohol every year will have a second chance.
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While Matt Barison's argument is interesting in his Mar. 9
article, "Morality Vital in Gay
Rights," it can be charged with
preaching to the choir.
Barison claims that there is no
good argument against gay rights.
Surely this makes sense to someone who shares these views, but
were he to take this argument to
Bush, or as he says, a "majority of
Americans," his argument would
fall flat on its face.
Taking into mind Joe
Stramondo's argument on the relevance of intuition to morality, he
should realize that were he to try
to convince others of the "equality of homosexuals" he would lose
to the majority of people whose
intuition is not yet fully convinced that a homosexual lifestyle
should be socially accepted This
is why I believe a naturalistic
argument is stronger.
Barison treats sexuality like a
religious practice, a conscious
decision. I think we should
approach sexuality just like race
or gender, as a human issue. As
human beings we should all have

the right to live freely and exercise our born identity, regarless of
race, gender, sexuality, or belief
system. I think we all can make
conscious decisions that involve
our sexuality, but there are deeper
forces at work here.
True, I never cited studies on
the belief that homosexuality was
a "socially contracted disease"
(by the way, that was a joke), but
I think evidence for the opposite
cannot be found either.
So to solve this dilemma all I
can do is conceive of a personal
example. When I think about it, I
believe that no matter how many
times I look at gay pom, or hypothetically kiss a guy, or have sex
with a guy, my immediate reaction would be the same every
time: as Austin Powers says, "not
my bag, baby."
The conception of my sexuality is so deeply-rooted, I cannot
change it no matter how hard I
try. And I think animals, unaffected by social influences, further
this proof.
Respectfully,
Chris Madison '04

Gay Marriage a Matter of Human Rights
To the Editor:
In the Mar. 2 edition of the
Tripod,
our mentor,
Joe
Stramondo, expressed an opinion
with which we disagreed.
In his explanation of the controversy surrounding the question
of gay marriage, he rightly identified that this issue is in fact more
complex than society may wish to
realize; as Stramondo points out,
this hotly-debated dilemma cannot be reduced to the ble'eding
heart liberals versus the intolerant
conservatives.
However, in Stramondo's
analysis of moral and ethical
problems as a whole, we think he
overlooked a very crucial point.
Although surely rape, murder,
enslavement and theft feel wrong,
there is an obvious, and highly
more compelling reason why we
deem these acts wrong: they all
deeply hurt other people. We contend that the very reason that
these actions feel wrong is
because they inflict a great
amount of pain on the victims.
In essence, regardless of
whether or not rape or murder
feels right or wrong, the simple

fact that it hurts others tells us
that it is a wrong action.
Regardless of what one's perceptions or feelings about gay sex
may be, it does not hurt anyone
else; in consensual sex, there is no
victim. We find it ludicrous to
compare the issue of gay marriage to: the aforementioned
crimes in a moral context.
As Stramondo rightly points
out, homosexual marriage is a
complex intellectual and ethical
question. Yet, it all boils down to
a simple point that transcends heterosexuality, homosexuality and
homophobia: right and wrong is
based on our own moral values
and the consequences of our
behavior.
The point of view expressed
in Stramondo's article, which
compares violent crimes to the
personal choice of sexuality, is
dangerous; even if one finds gay
sex to be "gross," we cannot
allow that utterly subjective opinion to deny basic human rights.
Respectfully,
Erica Brody '07
Gabe Hornung '07

The Liepod hits newstands. PT is traumatized - ALF was PT's
childhood hero. Now P T has nightmares involving ALF's "Oh"
face - yeah, you know what PT's talking about: "Oh ... Oh ..."
PT's nighmares also include ALF streaking and mud wrestling ..
Spring Musicals sell out
for all performances.

i x

Trinity goes on Spring
Break, from Gancun,
Mexico to Gainesville, GA.
Happy Mar. 28! Pike
Celebrates a New Year
and serves champagne.

PT is bitter because P T
couldn't get tickets. PT is
thinking of opening up a
barbershop.
PT. can't wait to see all
PT's friends in the next
Girls Gone Wild.

T T

PT appreciates that
everyone vomited outside.
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VOID Sponsors Unproductive Discussion
To the Editor:
Voices
Organized
in
Democracy has scheduled a program about the security barrier
that Israel has erected in response
to the suicide bombings that have
killed hundreds of Israelis during
the past few years. Hillel was
asked to co-sponsor this program.
The timing of the program and
the- inclusion of one particular
speaker on the panel were not
acceptable to Hillel. VOID insisted on inviting Professor Mazin
Qumsiyah, who believes that the
State of Israel does not have the
right to exist.
We do not believe that a productive dialogue is possible with
someone who supports the
destruction of the Jewish state,
and therefore we declined the cosponsorship. We did, however,
suggest a different panelist who
opposes the security barrier,
Naomi Hazan. She is a former
Knesset
(Israeli Parliament)
member and spokesperson for the
Israeli Left who, like most
\

Election Decided by Terror
TIM COUGHUN
OPINIONS WRITER

Israelis, supports an eventual
two-state solution to the ArabI'm sure everyone has heard
Israeli conflict. Unfortunately, about the tragedy in Madrid on
she was unable to come to Trinity Mar. 11. The terrorist attack upon
on the day that VOID chose. We the Spanish people has had a reshope that Hazan will accept our onating effect throughout the
invitation to speak on campus world.
next year. In the spirit of peaceTo Americans as well as other
making, we invite any campus Western powers, it came as a
organization to join us as co- reminder that terrorism is a
sponsors in programming that world-wide threat, and not for the
seeks a reasonable and fair solu- United States alone to tackle.
tion to this tragic conflict. We
Originally believed by Prime
believe that a just peace will rec- Minister Jose Maria Aznar and
ognize the national aspirations of
his administration to be an act by
both Israelis and Palestinians.
the ETA, a Basque terrorist group
long active in Spain, the bombings have now been found to be
Respectfully,
acts by Al-Qaeda.
Lisa Kassow, Hillel Director
There are several perspectives
Hillel Student Board:
as to why the attacks took place.
Many would argue that it was due
Dave Alderman
to Spain's involvement in Iraq,
Stuart Bell
and particularly its siding with the
Hayley Einhorn
United States. Spain has 1,300
Cheryl Gerber
troops still present in Iraq, despite
Andrew Horowitz
overwhelming Spanish dissent.
Sara Pflantzer
The second and more plausible
Sarah Spiegel
cause for the terrorist acts was the
Marcie Yoselevsky
election, which came only three
Roni Zacsh
days later. The opportunity presented itself for a dramatic policy
shift in favor of the extremists,
and they seized the opportunity.
The tactic of hi-jacking an
election by a particular interest
group has been a standard practice in many of the non-Western
nations, particularly in the

Students' Burdens
Divide Community

Israel/Palestine conflict. Islamists
understand that anger and grief
are a powerful notion, and will
undoubtedly affect an election
process.
Following the bombings,
Aznar and the Popular Party were
not hesitant in blaming the attacks
on the ETA without substantial
evidence. In the following days,
the claim was disproved, and

Spanish
author Antonia
Molina voiced popular Spanish
sentiment in the New York Times,
"I think that Spanish voters were
not bowing to Al-Qaeda but
instead punishing the Aznar government's arrogance in ignoring
their wishes - as well as its subordination to the rude, inept and
bellicose leadership of President
Bush." It was only a matter of

... it came as a reminder that terrorism is
a world-wide threat ...
some accused the government of
simply lying for political reasons.
The predicted comfortable victory by the Popular Party became a
trouncing by the Socialists, hoisting Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero
into power.
Much of the international
community has viewed the
regime change as a bow to AlQaeda. This is simply not the
case. It is unfortunate that the
Popular Party was forced from
power in such a manner, but to
say that it was unjust and would
not have happened in the near
future is wrong. Aznar's government had long been unpopular
with much of Spain, for reasons
including its presence in Iraq.
Despite making up only a fraction
of a percent in terms of the total
occupational force, it was a symbolic move that Spaniards did not
support.

time before the Popular Party was
thrust from the position of power.
The June 30 deadline for UN
control in Iraq that was set by
Zapatero will determine if the
Spanish military presence will
remain. In reality, it is only a
symbolic move and will have no
effect upon the campaign.
Removing the soldiers doesn't
signal a victory for Al-Qaeda
either, but the election process
itself may have done exactly that.
This was the first attempt by a
terrorist group to alter the elections of a major Western power
through the use of violence. If
Spain goes forward with the
promises set forth and removes
Spanish soldiers, it will only
demonstrate the potent effects
that this use of terror has. Each
terror group will have a new win~see ATTACK on page 4"

fi

FACULTY VIEWS: A JEWISH STATE
VOID Must Open Mind to Complexities in Israel, Arab Relations
SAMUEL KASSOW
FACULTY CONTRIBUTOR

MARGARET PRITCHARD
OPINIONS WRITER
I've been trying to recruit
people to participate in my thesis
experiments. As a Psychology
major, the dreaded thesis isn't just
a question of getting the right
books and finding the time to
write it; it's, a question of getting
the cooperation of a hundred or
more other people.
It hasn't been happening. I've
been recruiting like mad, going
from class to class for weeks on
end and making impassioned
pleas for help, and nobody has
been signing up. The few that do
have a habit of not showing up.
To those who have dutifully
appeared and participated, I thank
you. Several people have also
. emailed me after they missed an
appointment, apologized, and
rescheduled. I thank you too.
A friend of mine, also work-

Voices
Organized
in
Democracy sees itself as an
organization that supports divering on a thesis, recruited one hun- sity and tolerance, It opposes
dred people. Forty showed up.
racism and bigotry - or so it says.
I'm afraid that we don't have
Unfortunately, VOID, or at
unlimited resources down at LSC. least some of its members, has
We can't pay you to be in our therecently sent emails that call for
ses. We feed you when we can, the end of Israel as a Jewish state.
we give you extra credit when we These emails have done so directcan, but mostly we rely on your
ly by praising the late Sheikh
community spirit, your willing- Yassin, the ex-Hamas leader, who
ness to help us - and the scientifsanctioned suicide bombings that
ic research we do - and your
have killed hundreds of Israeli
knowledge that someday you may
be in our position and the "do
unto others" mentality that, creates. And those things have not
been forthcoming.
This apparent lack of sympathy, and generosity is disappointcivilians.
His organization,
ing, and potentially devastating to
Hamas, has repeatedly called for
our GPAs,. We in the Psychology
the destruction of Israel and has
department like to work with peorejected even a two-state solution
ple; our hands-on research
within the 1967 borders.
involves minds, and you have
VOID, or at least some of its
them. And let's also remember
members, has also advocated
Israel's demise in a more indirect
manner- by supjidrting' the so-'
see FREEING on page 5 ;'

called "right of return" of
Palestinian refugees. This would
also mean the end of Israel. It is
rank sophistry to call for "a single
democratic secular state in all of

while the Russian army has killed
upwards of 60,000 Chechens.
Turkey and Syria suppress
Kurdish nationalism, and Syria
also occupies Lebanon.

To call for a bi-national state is to
demand the end of Israel...
Palestine." We all know that the
Canadians can barely hold their
country together. We are all too
aware of the terrible bloodshed
that put an end to multi-ethnic
Yugoslavia. To call for a binational state is to demand the

... according to some members of
VOID there is only one real rogue state in
the [Middle East] region - Israel.
end of Israel, the end of Jewish
independence and the end of
Jewish self-determination. '
The Middle East is an area
with many problems. The ongoing civil war in Algeria has
claimed over 100,000 victims,
Perhaps a million blacks have
perished in the south Sudan,

But according to some members of VOID there is only one
real rogue state in the region Israel.
The turbulent post-war era
(1945-1950) spawned many
painful refugee problems. In
1947-1948 the creation of
Pakistan caused at least 250,000
deaths and up to 25 million
refugees. In 1945-1946 the
Czechs and Poles expelled 11
million Germans, while 5 million
Poles fled from newly annexed
territories in Soviet Ukraine and
Belarus. A million Finns fled the
Soviet annexation of Vyborg and
more than 750,000 Italians ran
away from Yugoslavia. The ArabIsraeli war of 1947-1949 created
see DENYING on page 4
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Sticks and Stones:91•enying Rights to SelfGuided Studies Program Fails its Mission to Students
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST

A couple weeks ago my amazingly
wonderful editor Joanna Hecht wrote an
article describing her fun-filled field trip
with the Guided Studies "nerdlings" to an
abbey. I'm glad that she has found Guided
Studies to thus far be a rewarding and
enjoyable program ... because as a G-Stud
alum, I'd have to say (besides that one time
in the basement of Pike) Guided Studies
may be the experience I regret most at
Trinity.
First off, I feel it fails to accomplish its
stated mission. According to the Web site
description, Guided Studies "is intended
for strongly motivated students who wish
to examine the evolution of Western civilization through an integrated study of
European history, literature and thought
from classical antiquity to the present. It

negative effect it had on my GPA, and how
the rest of my college career has been spent
making up for it. In Guided Studies we are
given reading that's more difficult to
understand, and then graded harder on it.
As such, suffice it so say that my Guided
Studies GPA is a full grade scale lower than
the GPA for all my other classes.
Now, what's GPA anyway, right? Just
three little letters. But oh the effect they
have on the rest of my life. I urge Hecht to
wait till she's a senior, when GPA can have
a critical influence on stuff like employment and grad schools — some grad
schools, a la law, are notorious for basing
acceptance merely on GPA and LS AT score
— and then see how she feels.
Moreover, the reason I did Guided
Studies was to feel like part of the intellectual elite at Trinity. To its credit, Guided
Studies did expose me to several whom I
think are the best students in my year, in

I found the program to be eight isolated courses on
European history and literature.
concentrates on the primary issues and
modes of interpretation that have shaped
Western culture while introducing students
to basic patterns of political, social and
economic development."
I, however, found this not to be the
case. From the description, I had expected
an integration among classes' which would
draw upon each other to trace common
themes; I thought it would be about the
political/social themes while mereLy drawing on specific course material as evidence.
Instead, I found the program to be eight
isolated courses on European history and
literature. The program didn't "study the
evolution" of Western civilization — it
covered the basics of it, and then left us to
figure out on our own the overarching significance.
In addition, I didn't even learn that
much about the specific topics in Guided
Studies — and not for lack of material.
Rather, by the very nature of the program, I
was exposed to so much reading over such
a short period of time that it was nigh
impossible for my brain to retain much, if
anything, of what I was reading.
I mean, come on: we were supposed to
cover stuff like Goethe's Faust, Herodotus'
Histories, or Virgil's Aeneid in a single
class period? When I peruse my bookshelves now I can't remember the content
of half of the books that were from Guided
Studies, and I'd read those books whose
content I can remember before.
Quite frankly, though, what bothers me
most about Guided Studies is the massive

addition to some of the best professors I
have had, so it succeeded to some degree in
making me feel like part of that elite.
However, another important part of
feeling like the intellectual elite is receiving academic awards like Phi Beta Kappa,
Cum Laude, etc. Unfortunately, eligibility
for these awards is, to my understanding,
based largely if not solely on class standing
and GPA, which means that those of us
who took harder courses are penalized.
As such, what I got most out of Guided
Studies was the lesson that if you want to
succeed in life, don't push yourself. If I
wanted to get academic awards at graduation, I shouldn't have taken an academically-rigorous program.
Sure, now I can put Guided Studies on
my resume ... but was it at the expense of
other resume-worthy honors that employers and grad schools are more likely to
understand?
Now, one could argue that it was silly
of me to take what passes for an honors
program here if I didn't want to be graded
at a more difficult level. That's part of the
point of such programs, after all.
It's like the grade-inflation incident
going on at Harvard right now: if everybody is getting As, then what it means to
get an A at Harvard starts to not mean anything, even if they'd all be A students at
less prestigious schools. You shouldn't go
to the "best school in the country" if you
don't want to be evaluated at that level.
Ditto for Guided Studies.
But I still want my A.

Attack in Spain Widens
Threat from Terrorism
continued from page 3
dow of opportunity for achieving their goal
on a much larger scale.
Spaniards didn't vote for the Socialist
simply to pull Spain out of Iraq; they were
voting for truth in government. But it was
not until after the attacks that the opportunity for change presented itself. In reality,
Al-Qaeda may have put the Socialists in
power, even if this was not their objective.
The elections in Spain are an embarrassment to the democratic process on an
international scale. The radical shift in popular sentiment only three days prior to the

election shows apathy that must have existed in Spain, which could be compared to
any international democratic power.
This only has signaled the success of
intimidation by terrorists. Spanish regime
change had been coming for a long time,
and perhaps it is even a good thing. But to
come as the direct result of a terrorist attack
is an embarrassment.
If Spain is not careful over the next
few months, they could find themselves
responsible for a new type of international
terror: the attack on major Western elections.

Determination Bigoted

continued from page 3
750,000 Palestinians refugees and ultimately 800,000 Jewish refugees who fled
various Arab countries.
But according to VOID or some of its
members the only refugees that matter are
the Palestinians - the only refugees whose
plight is a handy tool to delegitimize Israel.
It is very strange that an organization
that advocates diversity can not accept one

standard; when criticism of Israel becomes
obsessive and selective.
All of this is becoming part and parcel
of an unfortunate and ugly phenomenon the anti-Semitism of the Left. AntiSemitism is also a form of racism. If we
condemn racism, then we should also condemn unfair and vicious hate propaganda
that tries to turn Israel into a pariah state or
that anoints it as the successor of the old

It is very strange that an organization that advocates
diversity can not accept one Jewish state alongside 22
Arab states or... the other 191 nations in the U.N.
Jewish state alongside 22 Arab states or
alongside the other 191 nations in the UN.
Am I arguing that Israel is always right
or that one should never criticize it? No. It
is absolutely fair and legitimate to criticize
particular policies of any particular Israeli
government.
There
are legitimate
Palestinian grievances and a fair solution,
in theory, would be a two-state solution
roughly along the lines of the 1967 borders.
In other words, a fair solution would not be
that different from what then Israeli Prime
Minister Ehud Barak offered at Camp
David in 2000.
But when does criticism of Israel cross
the line? It crosses a line when it calls into
question the legitimacy of a Jewish state;
when it advocates self-determination and
independence for everyone except Jews;
when it holds Israel to an unfair double

apartheid regime in South Africa.
VOID has invited Professor Mazin
Qumsiyah of Yale to address the college
community. Professor Qumsiyah thinks
that Israel is an illegitimate state. VOID is
within its rights to extend this invitation,
and healthy debate is a part of academic
life.
Oddly enough, VOID asked Hillel to be
a co-sponsor of this talk. Hillel rightly
declined. (I also imagine that Imani might
pass up the opportunity to fund a talk by a
segregationist.)
While students should give all guests a
respectful hearing, I hope that they remember the very important issues that are at
stake here.
This article was co-signed by Associate
Professor of History Jonathan Elukin.
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Excess MOGA Party Breaks Barriers
Mar Weekend Fun
MEGHAN EVANS

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

admit most of my weekends are
relatively boring when compared
to those of my friends, still I am
I recently came across a very
often guilty, in some way, of viopeculiar frame containing within
lating one of Trinity's many
it what appeared to be some sort
"Rules and Regulations." I
of degree or citation. On further
remain confident, however, that
the problem at hand extends
inspection, I was amused to; disbeyond social drinking and genercover that it was tiie matriculation
al rowdiness and has developed a
certificate that I received at comfar more destructive and dangermencement; I scrolled over; the
ous edge.
an,eIegant,PlassiAt this point some critics
^ ™ 3 surprising,
might suggest that my charges are
motivated solely by my own
nder••;. /my/, namd,:. social inadequacy and that I
;
ha
** ^isnetf': some / .myself am,simply naive about the
" accprjance :
; b e : entirely
.
right
on
both
/accounts.
'• :^S;:S\ • /
y
, • : But; my •attacks are not
^
///fpcussep^on 1lie many of us who
^
: enjoy, after .a ; long academic
obey all its; S-uIes and Regulations week, having fun with friends and

OPINIONS WRITER

"If you want something to
drink, there's soda in the
kitchen!" A burst of cheers and
hands in the air.
On Feb. 28, MOCA (The Men
of Color Alliance) and 405
Productions co-sponsored a nonalcoholic, substance-free party at
MOCA's headquarters. The party
was well advertised. E-mails
were sent out and flyers went up
all over campus to announce the
party. They read, "Non-Alcoholic

alyst to encourage many school
organizations to address the
diversity issues and produce their
own, student-led solutions. The
cultural houses were and continue

MOCA's interest in hosting all
people. No alcohol was served to
encourage younger students to
participate, singing and. dancing
was advertised, and MOCA pro-

... labels ... [serve] often as alienating titles
which create seemingly exclusive circles.
to be especially active in the pursuit of acceptance. MOCA also
has an invested interest in bringing all sorts of people together to
create a unified community. The
differences between us, however,

vided food.
The party started at 9 p.m.
with ten people. A high-tech
stereo system beat music from all
corners of the headquarters, a
strobe light flashed, and a black
light made everything glow purMOGA... attempted to bring together
ple as people danced. Soda, Jell-o
cups and chips, cake, pas te litos
students to... prove that there are places
and brownies were served. An
on campus where everyone is accepted...
amateur DJ rocked all night long,
interspersed with karaoke, which
was very popular with the guys.
are not only race related. Barriers
Party" and "Soda, Food, Fullyexist even in labels, such as athClothed Girls, What More Could
Around 10 p.m. MOCA wellete or scholar, frat brother or
You Want?" And really, what
comed many more guests to the
freshman, serving as alienating
more could you want? Unless
party. Throughout the night about
titles which create seemingly
you're a girl ... but no worries,
50 people showed up, and at all
exclusive circles.
there were fully clothed guys
times there were at least 10 peothere too.
ple partying on the dance floor.
MOCA is aware of these barThis year Trinity began riers, and with their Feb. 28 party, The crowd was very diverse, and
everyone was energetically weladdressing the problems which attempted to bring together stuhave arisen due to the lack of
dents from every group on cam- comed.
widespread diversity on campus
pus, emphasizing the non-alcoBy the end of the night the
and the alarming disinterested- holic stipulation to facilitate con- organizers - t h e gregarious Narin
ness to change the unwelcoming versation, create friendship, and
Prum '06, co-chair of MOCA, the
atmosphere
shown
by
many
in
the
above
all
prove
that
there
are
enthusiastic secretary Magee
is
community.
places on campus where everyone Mcllvaine '06, willing support
•/list complete without having/ seen
Diversity Day served as a cat- is accepted and wanted. Ads cited staff, Kelly Evans '06 and Becky
hOw: quickly i andj a Jreat many/
Baek '05 - and party-goers alike,
lence, or1 evenSif
other:student?: atT^m'ty.: signed
all agreed the night was a success.
this pledge witSbut^p^ci^ing:: . enough,: someold-fashiipnedpubMOCA is an advocate for the
that we had committed our'selves^
lic urination. Trying to find one's
acceptance of all people by all
and our word, to upholding acerroom i n an alcohol-induced stupeople and never closes its doors
to any person based on individual
v
eyes"in disgust; I
'• I f t h i s p
^
l
l
ethnicity, beliefs or practices.
he
"Rules
/ 'and
r i o r a t i n g t h e h o n o r arid:Sr£icMtion
In throwing the non-alcoijj|0)i|ht):
' If, such 'Rules and
holic, "come together, Trinity!"
• existi.. they./ :gesring, who's to blame .and how
party, MOCA began what the
appearances at ;' ::i'.can. it be remedied? While it is the
organization hopes to make a
reoccurring event; bringing stu/ -S|udeiitS/l&iiSeJVes; who are ultidents from all over campus
;/^ately3.::resppnsible..;/; for;.- their
together to party and remember
sections;; one icannot help wprider-f
the connections made the next
: admirristratjon has
morning in an effort to create
n't been /.even;: '.&.
change on campus.
/ dnnking; in fact, the College
cainuy looks the other Way when
//pne :pf its; •students is; carted off to
/the hospital for drinking himself
continued from page 3
are over-stimulated and overvisioned overachievers every
that in this case, my grade, my
worked. A short walk through the
year, who have no idea how to
;Scptt*:>:like/.- ro'yselfi'; has ' many: into a life-threatening condition.
While some might be angered
graduation, and the possibility of
basement of Mather shows just
serve anything other than their
Iftfies talked down the hallways
honors are at stake.
•)
at
my
request
that
the
College
how many organizations and
own bottom line.
iJoS^prdi Carnpus and is no longer
So the difficulties I've
events are vying for our attention.
I'm not saying Trinity should
s^fMr surprised/ by;what: he;; sees. ; Occasionally intervene, I don't
think it would be:at all (Jestapoencountered are frustrating and
Plus, we take one more course
be easier. But I've gotten a lot of
Bulletin boards don't last very
like ifthe powers; that be demand- frightening, but - unfortunately - credit per year than most other
positive feedback (from faculty
long, and white boards on stunot surprising.
schools. Add to that the fact that a
and students) on last .term's article
quarter of our population at any
Trinity has a reputation for
arguing that labs - and, I would
... a Saturday night at T m i | ^ is not
apathy. I've spent four years at time is dealing with grad school
add, participation in theatrical
complete without having $e|n settle
or job applications, and many
sparsely attended events, brainperformances - should • be boosted
more are researching internships
storming with student leaders and
to half a credit, to free up the time
degree of vandalism... ^Sm^M:d^'^
or study abroad programs, and
staff how to get more people
of people whose majors require
you
get
a
school
in
which
nobody
involved,
how
to
reach
out
to
peolots
of hands-on work. That
dent's doors share'.a similarly
has
time
to
be
there
for
their
ple
who
may
be
interested,
and
would
be a start. Also, I suggest
short life span before- they too are
friends
or
their
community.
very
little
has
happened.
that
every
Trinity student be
torn down. Trashcans are ritually
rewarded
-with
a certain limited
At
my
high
school,
it
was
part
College
is
about
many
things,
and . deliberately kicked over,
amount
of
extra
credit for particiof
school
culture
that
it
was
the
most
obvious
of
which
is
getspilling their various contents
pating
in
psychological
or socioimportant
for
students
to
help
ting
an
education.
But
it
is
also
and'
across the floor. Often times the
logical
research,
which
they can
each
other
out.
You
went
to
each
about
building
a
community:
smash of what is of course a beer
then apply to any class they'd like
other's concerts, poetry readings,
learning how to live together as
the
bottle can be heard reverberating
(say, three points on the midterm
basketball games, and dance
adults, how to be each other's fan
through the halls. .
.
for
two hours of research).
recitals, and you volunteered for
base, support system, and team..
While I could continue my list
the Biology classes' experiments.
And we cannot do that effectively
The way it is now, we are left
glance
of North Campus indiscretions
In return, other people came to
if we are all constantly burned
to fend for ourselves, with no
agree
for much longer, I am still drawn
your events and helped with your
out, stressed out, sleep deprived,
means of compelling you to parmake i
back to those words, which on the
research.
This
does
not
happen
at
and malnourished. Instead, we
ticipate, and if you don't, we pay
first day 1 swore would remain
Trinity.
Why?
will
produce,,
like
clockwork,
500
the
price for Trinity's overburthemself Sf ;t
present throughout my academic
self-absorbed,
me-first,
tunneldened,
apathetic isolationism.
Part of it, I think, is that we
tenure: "I promise." While I

Freeing Time to Support Peers
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Kalamazoo Students Interviewed Mental Health Day
Kalamazoo Student Experiences Vs. Trinity Student Expectations
To Examine Psyche

www.kazoo.edu

Jones successfully doubled Kalamazoo's endowment
WILL YANG
NEWS EDITOR

and to make the community
stronger around them.
With respect to the endowKalamazoo College President
ment, Jones has been more than
James F. Jones, Jr., Trinity's president-elect for the Fall semester,
successful in getting different
is characterized as "personable",
individuals and area organiza"a leader", "an academic",
tions to give money to the
"open" and "supportive" by his College.
current students. In recent teleWith similar
population
phone
interviews
with
demographics to Trinity, diversity
Kalamazoo students, the great
is also a pressing issue at
majority found Jones to be an
Kalamazoo where more than 80
excellent President, both personpercent of the students are white,
ally and administratively.
Jevon Caldwell-Gross, an

"His interaction with students is excellent ... the best thing about him as president." - Brittany Edwards, Kalamazoo
In addition to his many noted
accomplishments, including doubling Kalamazoo's endowment,
Jones has taken strides toward
improving the College's civic
engagement with a focus on service learning. The Institute of
Service Learning was recently
awarded funds to further student
investment in their surroundings

African-American student at
Kalamazoo,
stated
that,
"Kalamazoo College is at a stage
where we are trying to move past
just putting an Asian or AfricanAmerican student on the cover of
our brochure or just being satisfied with what we have. From a
Presidential standpoint I think
[Jones] has his ears open to the

issue ..."
With the increased endowment, the College is able to
become more welcoming to
diversity overall because of more
financial aid availability.
Kalamazoo has reached new
heights with regards to its academic curriculum and especially
in its abroad programs.
Junior Alex Sirotak said,
"With our study abroad program
he got it to the level it is now - it
is basically the highest in the
country or in top three for attendance or quality of the programs
- he was one of the top people
involved in that."
During
his tenure at
Kalamazoo, student and faculty
numbers have increased steadily
with specific attention paid to
improving the retention rate and
the percent of enrollment.
Brittany Edwards, a one-time
editor-in-chief of the Kalamazoo
student newspaper, and current
head of the Campus Climate
Advisory Board, described Jones'
leadership skills saying, "Jones'
leadership style relies on people
who work for him to have an
expertise to deal with their own
areas. He deals with the areas he
has expertise in - he's not a
micromanager..."
In addition to Jones' achievements during his eight years as
President, students of Kalamazoo
rave most about his personable
nature.
Edwards continued saying,
"His interaction with students is
excellent, that's the best thing
about him as president. As a student, he treats you as a peer, and
he's supportive to the extent you
see ENTHUSIASM on page 9

SARAH SPIEGEL
NEWS WRITER
Students to Unite Science and
Humanitarian Interests will be
hosting the "Changing Minds
Mental Health on College
Campuses Conference" this
Saturday, Apr. 3, to increase
awareness of mental issues on
College campuses across the
country. The conference is being
cosponsored by departments and
programs which include the
Counseling Center, the Health
Center, the Dean of Multi
Cultural Affairs, the New
England
College
Health
Association, the Vice President of
Student Services, the Dean of
Student's Office, the Chaplin's
Office, the Community Service
and Civic Engagement Office,
the Women's Center, the
Psychology Department, the
Neuroscience Department, and
the Women,
Gender and
Sexuality Department.

Margaret Lindsey, Director of the
First Year Program, gives a more
administrative perspective; the
second panel focuses on general
issues found on college campuses
nationally and will include
speakers such as Rev. Dan
Heischman and an LGBT student
from Smith College; the third
panel will deal with issues that
are found more commonly (i.e. depression, eating disorders,
stress) and includes
Paula
Holmes from the Institute of
Living and a member of the
group Redefining Ideal Beauty
Standards.

There are many more speakers who will be on the three panels, some from Trinity and others
from different colleges and
organizations including Vassar,
Tufts,
Smith,
Wesleyan,
Hampshire and Merrimack.
The idea to host a conference
was one shared by Tewell and
Purushotaman last fall - the two
hoped to bring the conference to
Open to students and faculty
campus in order to both inform
from colleges across the New students about general mental
England area, in addition to all
health issues and to show them
Trinity students, the conference
how those issues are best dealt
will focus on three major topics:
with.
Integrating Mental Health into
"This conference is designed
Campus; The Many Facets of
for everyone," said Tewell, "It's
Mental Health; and Sex, Drugs,
not specifically for people with
and Starvation.
clinical disorders, but for as broad
"The topics were chosen in
a category as possible - we really
order to give a broad general
want it to meet day to day interoverview of mental health," statests." A different focus from the
ed
SUSHI member Ram HIV/AIDS projects SUSHI is
Purushotaman, '05. Senior Adam known for, the conference looks
Tewell, also a member of SUSHI, to be successful and informative
added that the topics give three to those involved, working on it.
different perspectives on mental
SUSHI was able to raise
health: the first panel, which
about $4,200 to host the conferincludes Randy Lee, Director of
the Counseling Center and
see CONFERENCE on page 8

Trinity Sets Soaring Standard for the World of Squash
the game, not just to Trinity, is amazing.
We've been knocking on the door of Sports
NEWS WRITER
Illustrated for ye£u;s. For the men's teajn to
win 105 contests in a row is unmatched in
Trinity's squash program received
any sport at every level. Sports Illustrated
unprecedented national, sports coverage
highlighted that this type of accomplishthis season, making the school's high
ment had never been done before, period."
expectations for both the women and men's
teams continue into the future. However,
Assaiante admitted the press was benewith heavy recruitment from competing
ficial to the sport, but also distracted the
Division I schools, a loss to Yale for the men's team because it added to the pressure
women's squad and an unexpectedly close
of being a Trinity squash player.
National victory for the men, Trinity's
"Here we are on "Sportscenter" —
squash dynasty may be coming to its end.
squash has never been on "Sportscenter."
The squash program was featured on
The program included a section where
CNN, Sports Line USA, ESPNET
there was a screen mat showed the most
SportsZone, as well as in Sports Illustrated, dominant sporting team's in history.
and local and state newspapers. The recogTrinity's name is on the top of that screen.
nition is the result of the unparalleled
Then you see other teams, such as the
achievements of both teams.
University of North Carolina's women's
soccer. You see the list of schools We're
"This year was a great year for press for
not only the squash program here but for being compared to — it's just unbeliev•
••:'
•'"•(.•
the sport," men's Coach Paul Assaiante • a b l e . "
said, " t o have squash featured on.ESPN's
The .men and women's squash teams
"Sportscenter" is unheard of. To have this
type of recognition and attention given to
see MEDIA on page 9
JULIA CARNEY
.
. :.

t/

Chuck Pratt

Paul Assaiante addresses his players on the importance of maintaining their
competitive edge in the face of increased squash recruitment by other schools.
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Polish Him Festival Presents Polansky Him The Pianist
continued from page 1
the true heroes were those people who
helped him, who "risked their lives, risked
the lives of their loved ones without hesitation."
He also alluded to some slight historical discrepancies, asking audience members to "remember that some events had to
be put in close proximity," and cited as
examples the locations of the two Warsaw
uprisings relative to where his father was
during each. Because he'd seen it so many
times before, Szpilman did not watch the
movie, preferring instead to read outside
the theatre until the time came for him to
answer questions.
The questions the audience asked after
the credits rolled ranged from such topics
as music, to Szpilman's childhood, to
details of the film. Szpilman reminded the
audience that Roman Polansky, the film's
director, had himself survived the Jewish
ghetto in the Polish city of Krakow,
explaining that, aside from Szpilman's
father's book, much of what the film contains is based on Polansky's own personal
experience. According to Szpilman, "Any
director who's not lived through that time
would not be able to make a film that accurate."
Szpilman was never told during his
childhood about his father's experiences
during the war, and in fact was completely
unaware of them until he read his father's
autobiography, first published in 1946, by
chance when he was twelve. "Father had
nightmares all the time. He was very nervous, excitable...hindsight, now, tells me it
was the scars of his experiences. When I
was young I didn't know. At the time I just

thought he was eccentric; I mean, he
played the piano all the time. In his late
80s I remember I saw a sudden change—I
went back to Poland after many, many
years. Toward the end of his life he started
making references to it. He was more
alone, he had more time to dwell upon his

could keep it all in check. As he got older
and had more time on his hands, the memories came back to haunt him. When the
book came out again he wasn't really interested in promoting it...every time he was
interviewed, he had to scratch his wounds."
During the interview, Szpilman spoke at

www.hollywood.conr

Actor Adrien Brody plays the late Wladyslaw Szpilman in The Pianist
past, and his memories came back to haunt
him with a vengeance."
The topics Szpilman addressed during
his introduction and responses reflected
ideas that also consistently presented themselves during an interview with the Tripod
earlier Monday afternoon. Szpilman said
of how his father dealt with his memories
as he aged, "When he was young, strong,
and busy with his career he could control
his memories, control his nightmares—he

WESCAC
Colby: As expected by Assistant Attorney General William Stokes,
Edward J. Hackett, 47, changed his plea from not guilty to guilty on
Friday, Mar. 19 in Kennebec County Superior Court for the Sept. 16,
2003 kidnapping and murder of Colby senior Dawn Rossignol. To two
other charges - aggravated assault and robbery ~ Hackett also pleaded guilty and was subsequently convicted and sentenced to life in
prison.
Bates: Paula Schlax, an assistant professor of chemistry, has received
a National Science Foundation grant for nearly $272,000 to support
her research of bacterial responses to environmental stress. This
research, in which Schlax closely involves her students, is investigating
mechanisms through which bacteria respond to changes in their immediate environment. Schlax, of Lewiston, will receive $271,840 from the
NSF over three years,
Middlebury: Actor and activist Christopher Reeve, who is best
known for his lead role in the 1978 motion picture Superman, and his
wife Dana Morosini Reeve, a member of the Middlebury College class
of 1984, will co-deliver the Commencement address at Middlebury's
graduation ceremony Sunday, May 23. Each of them will receive an
honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree.
Amherst: President Anthony Marx announced in a letter to students
and faculty that the trustees have set the comprehensive fee for the
2004-05 school year at $38,940. The fee is 5.2 percent higher than that
of 2003-04. Treasurer Peter Shea cites the College's overall high
expenses as the cause of the increase. "The type of education that
Amherst provides (residential, small classes taught by professors, extensive facilities and student services, etc.) is very expensive, over $65,000
per student," he said. "The comprehensive fee only covers about 55
percent of the operating budget. Gifts to the College and income from
the endowment provide the other resources needed for the budget."

length about how he did not believe his
father to be a hero, but rather a normal
human being who, faced with horrible
odds, was also incredibly lucky.
"I never thought my father was a particular hero—he's an ordinary human
being who must have had tremendous
willpower to survive. Other people would
have gone insane, committed suicide,
which he almost did. He wasn't heroic like
those around him—he was lucky."

Szpilman obviously valued the Poles—and
German—who saved his father's life. "My
father is the protagonist in the film, he's not
the hero. The people who are the true
heroes are the people who help him. And
they didn't think it was particularly noble,
after the war these people didn't dwell on
it. It was like giving you a glass of water
when you're thirsty, you wouldn't say 'Oh,
remember ten years ago when I gave you
that water.' And yet they risked their lives
and the lives of their children and loved
ones."
. Among the most significant of these
heroes was the German officer who
brought Szpilman's father food and gave
him a jacket.
"He started saving people in 1939
because he didn't like what the Nazis were
doing...He was a German officer, not a
Nazi—some [film] reviews call him a
Nazi, but really he was an anti-Nazi."
This gratitude to the German officer
was also present as Szpilman answered
questions after the film, offering more
information on the background of the story.
All in all, Szpilman's presence provided
the audience with an invaluable context
within which to place the film.
James Nadzieja '04, president of the
Polish Club and one of the festival's coordinators, said that Szpilman's remarks
added to the "more personal aspect of the
movie," and complimented "his being here
as a testament to it; he's a link with his
father." Emma Bayer '07 said that she had
already seen the film as part of a class on
the Holocaust, but that it was "interesting
to hear from his son about life after the
war."

Same veritas.
More lux.
And now;
more courses
'•*

• Over 120 Yale courses for full college credit
• Two'five-weekintensive sessions
• Study abroad, creative writing, drama, fiknrnaldng
• English Language Institute
- May 31-July 2 -., July 5 - August 6
See website'for information and application requirements.

www.yale.edu/ysp
e-mail: sumnner.programs@yale.edu
203 432-2430

YALE

SUMMER PROGRAMS 2004
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Conference Fights Stjgtnas
Professor Kirkpatrick Named.
Interim Dean of Faculty
Next fall, Frank Kirkpatrick, the Ellsworth Morton Tracy
Lecturer of the Religion Department, will be the College's Dean
of Faculty. He will succeed Professor of Philosophy Miller
Brown who has held the position for six years.

Chuck Pratt

S.U.S.H.I. members Adam Tewell '04, /ason Gallant '05, and Ram Purushotaman
'05 have been working together to create launch Mental Health Day on Apr. 3,
continued from page 6
ence, approximately $3,500 of which they
were able to get from various Trinity
departments. "It seemed like an ungodly
amount of money to raise at first," said
Tewell, "but we managed to get a lot of
sponsors."
'The ultimate goal of the conference is
not just to cater to any type of illness, but to
bring a discussion onto campus about mental health and how it affects college kids,"
said Purushotaman.
Another goal included fighting certain
stigmas about mental health issues. "We
are not advocating treatment or medical
solutions. We'll leave the professional
aspects to the professionals. There is definitely a clear line between the medical and

A

the everyday," said Tewell.
The conference will cost $10 to any
non-Trinity student or faculty member, and
is free to all members of the Trinity community. The cost covers food, as the speakers have all volunteered their time.
Trinity students are welcome to drop in
and out of panel discussions - registration
begins at 8 a.m. in the Washington room on
Saturday, and the conference will take
place in McCook.
"We really want people to come out of
this not only informed, but also more
proactive," Purushotaman said, "There are
a lot of students who don't have the friends
to fall back on to vent to at the end of the
day. You'd be surprised how far a 'hi, how
are you?' can go."

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL

A

April 4
PALM SUNDAY
5:15 p.m.

Eucharist of Palm Sunday with blessing
of the Palms (Episcopal) Preacher: Ms. Ann
Bonner-Stewart
Yale Divinity School'

10:00 p.m. Palm Sunday Mass of the Lord's
Passion (Roman Catholic)

"WHAT I BELIEVE AND W H Y "
Wednesday - March 31, 2004
12noon in Rittenberg Lounge
Luncheon Meeting - all are welcome ,
Four Trinity adults; Charles Botts, Samuel Johnson, Diane
Rodriguez and Crystal Williams will offer reflections on "What I
believe and why." Discussion will follow.
Sponsored by Trinity College Chapel

History Professors to Lead Trip
to Holocaust Memorial Museum
A group of nine students led by Professor Kassow and
Professor Kiener of the History department and Lisa Kassow,
Director of Hillel, will be attending a trip to the Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, DC. The trip was arranged by
the Trinity College Hillel organization and its director Lisa
Kassow, and made open to the entire student body. Students were
invited by the George Washington University Hillel to attend
Friday night services and dinner, and also have the opportunity to
tour the city on Saturday. The group will spend Sunday at the
Holocaust Museum for a lecture and tour.

Participate in the 20th Annual
Hunger Cleanup
This Saturday, Apr. 3 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., students from 100
schools around the country will participate in the 20th Annual
volunteer at 19 organizations and agencies around Hartford. How
to register: e-mail trinityhLmgerclcanup@yahoo.com or go to
www.hungercleanup.org - with your name, extensions and
whether you have a car. Register, then find people to sponsor your
work. The event will happen rain or shine so be prepared. On
Saturday morning meet at the Cave Patio at 11 a.m. and be ready
to work.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred from Mar. 20 to Mar. 27:
•Unknown individuals broke into a building used by Buildings
and Grounds for storage purposes and stole several tools valued
over $1,000 dollars. The Hartford Police were called and are
investigating this incident.
•The Campus Safety department received and documented
several cases of student identification cards missing or stolen. In
several cases the student identification cards were left unattended
by the complainant. For security reasons, call Campus Safety
immediately to inactivate a missing ID card.
•A student was observed by two members of the Campus
Safety staff juggling flares in the Jarvis Quad area. The student
was
ordered to stop this behavior and the flares were confiscated and placed in a secure area. This individual could have sustained serious burns or hurt other individuals with this behavior.
•On Mai', 24 an individual was observed in Mather Hall
attempting to sign up members of the Trinity College Community
to various credit card services. This individual asked for and
received personal information from many members of the Trinity
College Community. Such information is the basis for identity
theft attempts and credit card fraud. The suspect was placed under
arrest for Trespassing and the Hartford Police have begun an
investigation into his activities for additional charges.
Incidents of particular importance have been identified and
listed above.
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Enthusiasm Hails from Mich. Media Coverage Explodes
continued from page 6
would want any administrator to be."
Greg Jensen '06 stated, "He has a great
relationship with the students. He's at all
the sports games, he always brings his
dogs, plays around, and cheers."
Caldwell-Gross went further, saying,
"There is an African-American lady named
Carolyn who works in the cafeteria and
they have a strong relationship. I had a
conversation with her and she said she has
been here for several years and out of all
the past presidents, he is the only one who
makes an effort to eat with the students and
gets to know their names and their parents."
Though Trinity seniors, who have now
experienced the leadership of four presidents in their last four years, will be absent
for Jones' presidency, they still care deeply
about how his tenure at the College will be.
Current Trinity students were asked to
comment on aspects they hope to see in
their new president.
Elliot Kader '04 stated, "I hope he follows the same method of Dean Alford in
trying to meet students and then finding out
what's important to the student body. I
hope he uses the methods in place for gathering student opinions like the SGA, and
when making decisions, involve students
and give solid rationality for whatever
decision is made."
.
Other students referred directly to past
presidents. Patricia Allen '05 made clear
what she thought Jones' priorities should
be, stating, "There is a lot of money that
can be invested in community initiatives
and not on party kegs. I want to see a president more like Dobelle - social and prag-

matic. One of the reasons I came here is
because of his reputation for expanding
community endeavors."
Most students worried the affect Jones
would have on the social aspects of Trinity.
Many students had concerns about Jones'
stance on alcohol consumption, especially
in the wake of former President Richard
Hersh.
Eli Rodriguez '06 described how lie
thinks Jones might handle weekends at
Trinity, stating, "Promote activities but
don't limit others — like when Hersh would
have activities in the party barn and close
the frats. If there was a plethora of activities people could go to everything and
enjoy everything."
James Nadzieja '04, a member of the
presidential search committee, recognized
as one of Jones' selling points, "He was
very knowledgeable about Trinity during
the interview process. It was a two-way
street in that he was very excited about
Trinity, he wanted to know about the campus and made "the effort to visit several
times and talk to the students and administrators."
Brittany Edwards of Kalamazoo
summarized her four years of experience with Jones saying, "He's wonderful and [Trinity] is lucky to have him he makes an effort to talk to everyone
and does an excellent job of getting to
know students on a personal level. I
don't know many, leaders who are able
to achieve that like him." She concluded, "He's good with everyone, and treats
everyone like they're his friend. He's
definitely a leader and an academic, not
a dictator."

continued from page 6
have dominated the college game in combination for the last three years. The men's
team has not lost a college squash match in
six years. However, this year the women's
team suffered a devastating loss to Yale 45, ending their undefeated streak half-way
through the season. In addition, this year
the men's team eked out a National
Championship over Harvard, 5-4, a team
they had previously beaten in the season 72. The women's defeat and the close match
of the men's team caused many to question
whether Trinity will remain at the top next
year.
"The league has become more competitive," Assaiante said. "Where we felt the
pressure of the improvement in the other
team's was in the top of the lineup. The top
of our lineup didn't dominate as it did in
the past. We dominated because of our
depth. We beat Harvard in the National
Finals. However, our best players were
defeated by Harvard's best players. We
were able to succeed because we just had
too many good players down low."
The men's team will lose three nationally ranked seniors this year including
Michael Ferreira, Nadeem Osman and Pat
Malloy. Assaiante feels that these players
have prepared the under-classmen by creat-'
ing a sense a pride and self-respect in the
program, and a responsibility to continue
the tradition started at Trinity.
Assaiante said the greatest obstacle
next year's squad faces is the growing
strength in the league. Harvard, Princeton
and Yale recruited heavily this year. He
noted the number one squash recruit—also
the top player in Germany—will attend

Princeton next fall.
"We caught the world of squash sleeping," Assaiante said. "We took the game to
a level never seen before. We've raised the
bar. My feeling is that we've been lucky to
be here and lucky to be apart of this incredible run. The measure of our strength is not
going to be how long we can sustain the
run, but when we finally are beaten, how
quickly we can get back into the-driver's
seat."
Wendy Bartlett, Head Coach of the
women's team, told the Tripod her players
are also motivated to continue the program's tradition of excellence.
"Trinity raised the bar five years ago
when we started to recruit internationally,"
she said. "We raised the whole level of collegiate squash. The other schools are getting
very tired of being beaten by Trinity, Yale,
Princeton and Harvard have all stepped up.
Unfortunately, we lost to Yale 5-4."
Bartlett said the loss was a wake-up call
to the team because they had been used to
winning so easily. She said the team will
continue its strong work ethic and unity next
season, as well as focus on physical conditioning and other squash training tactics.
"I think we' 11 always be light up there,"
she said. "The school is very supportive of
the squash program. Both the women and
men's teams will keep battling to be at the
top."
According to Assaiante, the strength of
the team was the combination of the upperclassmen's leadership and the under-classmen's enthusiasm. The team's overall success was also a result of its depth: out of the
twelve top ranked players in the nation, six
are at Trinity.

©INFORMATION SESSION
Don't miss your chance to meet and network with Alunmi about
summer jobs, full-time jobs or graduate school.
Food will be served.
For more information, contact
Andrea St. James in Career Services at
am.dfea.stjames@lrincolj.edvi.

Non-Profits Careers
with Liz Freirich'98

Want to learn more about careers in Non Profits'?
Come meet Liz Freirich'98, Director of Special Projects for the Chief
Operating Office, Anti-Defamation League, She will talk about her own
career path and offer advice to those interested in breaking into this
exciting field.
WEDNESDAY • March 31,2004

>%

. -"AtCarWServle
i» the Acimiisioiis & Career Seryft

Careers in
Finance
with the Board of Fellows
Thinking about a career in finance?
Don't miss this chance to meet
the members of the Board of Fellows
who are in this exciting field.

7:30—8:30 PM • In the CSO Videoconferance Room

Careers in
Administration
with Terrte ftoii§0*74
Come meet Terrie Rcmse'74 and learn more about
careers in Arts Administration.
Teme is currently the Executive Director ot the
Atlanta Ballet and foimer Picwdent & CEO of the
Africa Amctican Museum of Philadelphia. Find
out mote about how to prepare youiself foi job in
tbii exciting field.

,4,2004
SGA ELECTIONS ARE
CONING!

The British are Coming!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
PRESIDENT •
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE
VICE PRESIDENT OF •
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
BE SURE TOCHECK THE EXCHANGE FOR ot
MORE INFORMATION SOON!

The Trinity College
Debate Team
and
The Cambridge Union
Literary Society
cordially invite you to
Hamlin Hall on the evening of
April 1st at 8 O'clock
to entertain the motion that
"This House Would
Scrap the UN"
Reception to Follow

Underground
Coffeehouse

.«r ',
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Live Music every
Thursday Night!

Alex Gould &
Sandra Lawson and
band

CSA and TCBWO present ieggae Soca Basil
Saturday, April 3
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From Abroad
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The Effect of the European Union Upon Hungary: What the
Hungarians Really Think (and the Power of the Salami Industry)
JAMIE CALABRESE
CORRESPONDENT
On the whole, Hungarians are
an honest people. While walking
through the National Agricultural
Museum last weekend, I saw two
rooms dedicated to the industrial
breeding, raising, and slaughtering of pigs. The exhibit included
pictures of blood-letting, mechanical feeding, slaughterhouse
racks, and a special case displaying Hungary's celebrated salamis.
No need to show Hungarian five
year-olds pictures of pink little
Wilburs in a quiet, green field —
they might as well know how life
really is. And if you get to the
end of a Hungarian fairy tale you
won't read the words "happily
ever after." No, the Magyars prefer a more realistic bedtime sendoff: "They lived happily, until
they died."
The topic at the forefront of
most news publications these
days is neither pig-production nor
cultural rhetorical differences, but
rather the upcoming European
Union expansion on May 1. On
that date Hungary and nine other
nations
(Bulgaria,
Cyprus,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Poland,
Czech
Republic,

Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and
Turkey) will symbolically return
to the fold of Europe. Most of
these states were ripped out of
Europe and saddled with second
world, Eastern European, and
enemy status in the latter half of
the 20th century, thanks to Soviet
domination.
The image of the victimized
ex-Soviet bloc countries coming

;

http://europa.eu.int

The official flag of the EU.
home to their eager Western family seems like a white-frosted
wedding cake, too beautiful to be
cut. But opinions on the ground
here in Hungary are not so thoroughly romantic. (Remember,
these are salami people.)
i "I understand that globalization is here, and that this is
Hungary's time to rejoin Europe,"
said Eva Ceasar, who works at the
National
Organization
for

fh
BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES COLUMNIST
My life is a series of meaningless rehearsals. Ever since I
was old enough for my mother to
tire of being the only one to watch
my improvised dances and jumping rope tricks, she put me on a
stage where I could have an audience bigger than one. This is how
I discovered acting. I write this
today to clear up all of the misconceptions about people who
I've been forced to disassociate
myself from because of the stigma attached to them. I aim to
eradicate us performers from the
toxic stereotypes that have been
diseasing us since Shakespearean
times. Not all actors are freaks,
there just happen to be many
among us who are.
I departed Austin Arts at midnight a couple of Fridays ago
after a long afternoon of rehearsing for Company, one of the
Sondheim musicals that was performed this past weekend (I say
this, not as a shameful plug, but
because it will be easier to reference later). Following rehearsal,
I went out in an attempt to savor
the remaining hours of the

Disabled Persons. "But even now
there is a great gap between
Hungary and the Western states.
This transition won't be smooth,
and the best we can hope for is a
better future for our children,
maybe 20 years from now."
Hungarians also wonder what
kind of damage integration will
occur on the domestic economy.
Without insular protection, many
prices will rise drastically, and an
unknown number of companies,
unable to survive under open
competition, will go bankrupt.
Hungarians also fear that foreigners will take their jobs and that
unemployment will increase.
"There are funny advertisements on TV. now that promise
Hungarians they will be able to
open their bakeries in Germany,
or sell their pickles in London,"
said Eniko Kiss. "But I really
don't think these hopes are realistic, and I don't think Hungarian
students are really going to get
the greatest jobs throughout
Europe just because we have integrated."
In fact, "Hungarians will not
be able to obtain work permits
within the EU for the first seven
see PRICE on page 12
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10. Intramural Softball.
9. The sun! (i.e. no more self-tanner disasters)
8. Being able to be outside for more than five
minutes without losing feeling in your toes.
7. Spring fever.
6. Only a month left of school.
5. Watching sports games (and tailgating} outside.
4. It's so much easier to walk home drunk when
there's no ice.
3. Having a dorm room not at arctic temperatures. Which can avert embarrassing shrinkage
disasters.
2. The Mrdsjbeesi flowers and trees are doing it,
so why shouldn't you?
1. Spring Fling(s).

to-the Life ©I 9
evening. However, after a quick
trip to the social side I found
myself back in my room, sharing
a pizza with my two fabulously
gay boyfriends, discussing theater. This made me realize that
whatever theatrical cults the nonthespian speaks of with scorn,
really do exist.
My main contention with
actors has been that I thought they
were all terribly self-important.
When they are not performing in
something, they are critiquing
someone else's performance or
gossiping about their cast mates.
It becomes not something to talk
about, but the only thing to talk
about. Like discussing any form
of art for too long, it just feels as
though we are dancing around
abstractions, not really talking
about anything of importance.
However, recently I have come to
realize that the brand of selfimportance that actors exhibit is
no worse than the person who
'talks aimlessly about politics.
Politics, in essence is yet another
form of performance. It is no
more superior to talk about
Bush's latest speech than it is to
talk about the latest rendition of
Grease.

I have come to accept that
although actors may seem catty
and solely inclined to discuss one
thing, they are still doing this in a
more tactful manner than the
average person. At least they are
criticizing the actions of people
who put themselves on a stage in
public domain so that others can
examine them. This is better than
the non-actor who critiques the
lives of innocents who don't ask
to be scrutinized.
The thing to beware about
acting is the self-perpetuating
cycle of role playing. I have been
playing different characters for so
long that sometimes it is difficult
for me to grasp which personality
I created for myself and which is
the reality. Am I really icy and
non-committal or is that just a
role that I started playing years
ago and haven't been able to
close the script?
From our first performance,
we
all became
theatrical
"experts." Doing one play suddenly gives us the right to judge
all other performers and to be
able to know exactly what everyone else is doing wrong, regardless of what we are doing right.
Everyone should take up acting.

It prepares you to speak with conviction even if you're only conviction is that what you are saying
is a lie. Although people often
dismiss acting as a lower art form,
this is a skill that is necessary for
anyone who ever wants a job or
wants to avoid a speeding ticket.
With theater also comes a
great support system of people,
who, like you, all walk a fine line
between eccentricity and insanity.
Granted, there are those who, like
me, can't help but think that a lot
of this is silly, but even these people can see the value in performance. We all just want to be entertained and our brand of entertainment serves more than just ourselves.
I'm not going to lie. After
spending the entirety of my weekend in a theater, stressing about
how my uncoordinated self will
be able to remember my boxsteps from my shuffles, and praying that our director won't have
another one of his daily combustions, I did question why I do this.
We practice constantly for three
performances and then we reinvent ourselves again. Acting is
like relationships. We play a role
until we grow weary of it and

then we close the show, only to
find a new character to play.
Sometimes the performances
overlap, which can make things
complicated.
Fortunately, if one of your
cast mates does decide to insidiously take on the dual role of bedfellow and fellow thespian, the
beauty of theater is that it comes
complete with a pool of gay male
friends to give you a good necking session when you're feeling
down and to indulge in your relationship prattle. Provided you are
referencing the male member,
they don't care if it is attached to
a heterosexual. These friends are
so wonderful, in fact, that I think
Bush should ban gay marriages;
this way I will have someone to
spend my life with. But that is a
subject for yet another article, I
have to go strike the set.
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Next Time, Towel Dry
While getting AT's groove on at Psi U this
weekend, AT was privy to a display of several
girls who were soaking wet. AT is not sure if
there was a wet T-shirt contest that AT was not
aware of, if these girls were just sweaty, or they
were making a fashion statement. In any
event, AT has decided that it was a rather silly
on the whole because no one wants to go home
with someone dripping water, which defeats
the whole point of going to Psi U anyways.
Satanic Devil Worshipers In Jackson?

AT noticed a rather disturbing amount of
blood on the stairs in the Jackson dormitory
early Sunday morning. AT would like to
request that in the future all ritual slaughters
of any kind be conducted outside in the interest of hygiene. Or at the least, don't carry a
dripping bloody carcass around the dormitory.
AT Hopes That Was Oregano

AT also saw an interesting interaction on
Sigourney St. at approximately 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesday afternoon. While this did not
occur on campus, AT has decided it was sufficiently near Trinity and sufficiently sketchy to
warrant a mention in AT's wonderful column.
While parked at the traffic light/two cars in
front of AT's car proceeded to conduct some
sort of conversation which resulted in a bag of
sopnvettung, green being transferred to one car,
which responded by handing over some money
to the occupants of the other car. AT is fairly
sure that they were not selling black-market
oregano, and would like to remind any drug
dealers to be more discreet so as not to ruin
AT's idealistic notions of this charming city.
Kiddie Pool Acrobatics

Several brawny (and not so brainy) individuals
were seen on Saturday night flipping into a
kiddie pool in front of an certain, more intelligent Vernon St. institution. AT would like to
remind said individuals that the "No Diving"
warning seen on in-ground pools under five
feet stil! applies to out-of-ground pools that
are half a foot deep. Nevertheless AT is
impressed with the athleticism and coordination of these men, given their undoubtedly
high level of drunkenness.
Tripod Party Kid

AT saw a certain god-like Tripod staffer this
past weekend who was extremely intoxicated.
AT would like to applaud this person's level of
inebriation, which was, for the first time,
entirely legal.
Barbershop Quartet

The price of haircuts must have gone up in the
past year as AT witnessed an impromptu haircutting session in the bathroom at Jackson.
Four students have decided to bring back the
mohawk and just couldn't fathom paying
someone to cut it for them so they called upon
their friends for assistance. AT hopes they
know that mohawks have never looked good
on anyone arid that they're unlikely to be an
exception.

Despite an atmosphere that
rivals any other English-style
pub, one can hardly call The
Corner Pug typical. How could
you, when it's run by the same
culinary team that
brought the popular
Tapas restaurant to
Hartford? Burgers and
buffalo wings are certainly present on the
menu, but they're just
two of the multitude of choices.
Instead of relying on beer and
greasy food to achieve the feel of
an English pub, The Corner Pug
offers a diverse menu and a comfortable atmosphere to make anyone feel at home. While the dinner menu is tempting enough, it's
the brunch that stands out.
The Corner Pug occupies the
corner of New Britain Ave. and
New Park Ave., and appears suddenly as one emerges from under
an overpass on New Britain.
Parking is a minor annoyance the "lot" is in the back and is a
strange tiered area that doesn't
offer many spots. It might be easier to drop off your, friends and
find a spot yourself, as it can take
some time. Inside, the restaurant
is reminiscent of just about any
Other pub. Dark mahogany and
leather booths line the walls,
while a long bar boasts over 12
beers on. tap and more in bottles.

continued from page 11
years of membership," reported a
young economist.
Despite these negative outlooks, a popular vote held a few
years ago reported that 87 percent
of Hungarians were in favor of
joining the EU. A minority of the
population turned out to vote,
however, leaving skeptics to
assume that the silent Hungarian
majority isn't so enthused about
"coming home."
The
most
optimistic
Hungarians seem to be the well
educated and the elite, who represent the small sliver of society
that can afford international travel. "One of the greatest advantages of joining the EU will be
that students will have a better
opportunity to study abroad," said
one college student who did not
reveal her name.
"I've always felt like a
European equally as much as a
Hungarian" said Zoltan Laslo, a
Hungarian 20-something. "Now I
can be accepted as an equal when
I travel to Vienna or to Rome,
instead of being looked down
on."
University professors lent
focus to the affects that EU
expansion would have on current
member states. In the past, EU
enlargements consisted of one or
two countries; a 10-country
expansion is unprecedented.
Sdndor Sur&nyi, professor of
World Economics at the Budapest

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

However, it's not just a drinking crowd that frequents the lively spot. On any given night, you
might see a young family enjoying a dinner out, while behind
them a group of men relax with a
few pints of Guinness, and across
the aisle, a group of college stu-
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greasy pub fare
category,
although it is a Corner Pug original. Instead of tortilla chips, cottage fries form the base of the
mile-high dish; beef and sausage
chili, Cheddar cheese, scallions
and tomatoes top them and form a
messy take on traditional nachos.
While not my first
choice when I'd like to
come home with clear"
arteries, it does have a
greasy
appeal
that
makes it die most popular menu item, if only
among the college-aged male
population.

dents relish the time away from
the cafeteria. The atmosphere is
conducive to all groups, which is
part of what makes The Corner
Pug so inviting.
The menu, though, is the
deciding factor in elevating The
Corner Pug to a status above most
pubs. Instead of the usual grease•fest that characterizes most bars,
the chefs here have made an honest effort to appeal to all tastes.
Appetizers here include classic
fare like spicy Buffalo wings,
which are just as good as anywhere else. .However, more
trendy contemporary fare, such as
fried calamari and clams casino,
also entice the palette. Generally,
the restaurant does well with
these dishes, though it can be hitor-miss. The calamari is tangy,
. served with Old Bay aioli, but the
allegedly garlicky skewered
shrimp is bland. The signature
item, Irish nachos, falls under the

On the entree menu, an extensive sandwich list is available, but
it's the classic tavern entrees that
add an authenticity to the
English-style atmosphere. Of
course you can get a cheeseburger or a grilled chicken sandwich,
and they are quite satisfying,
especially when rounded out with
cottage fries. However, if you're
in the mood for heartier, more
comforting fare, they can do that
as well. Fish and chips, Shepard's
pie, and meatloaf are all tasty and
satisfying, though of gargantuan
proportions. It might be wise to
split the meal with a friend, which
would further lower the alreadycheap price. At 12 dollars each,
they're large enough to feed two
or provide substantial leftovers.
And who says pubs aren't vege-

University of Economic Sciences
and Public Administration, suspects that the current EU members don't have the necessary
capital to make this new round of
integration a smooth one.
"Especially considering that the
Baltic States are comparatively
backward and uncivilized due to
our recent history, it's going to
take a lot more investment and
help to bring all the EU members
to an equal level," stated Suranyi.
GDP is not the only way in
which the EU members and joiners differ. The 10 joining states
bring their own opinions about

French and German opinions."
The idea of the backward behemoth actually having a hand on
the helm is causing serious worry
for some EU member states.
Integrating these new opinions
and the new balance of power
will be a critical test of the EU's
strength and flexibility," said
Gorka.
Despite the big-picture truth
that shows the political clout of
the joining states, individual
Hungarian opinions remain a mix
of theoretical enthusiasm and
pragmatic skepticism. Perhaps
the greatest fear is that by joining

see BARKING on page 14

http://www.eurunion.org

The countries of the European Union have high trading power.
Europe, and they bring clout.
the EU, Hungary will be remindUniversity professor and security
ed of the misery she suffered at
expert Sebestyen Gorka chalthe hand of that other Union,
lenges, "Just think, if these new
when management decisions
states join together in a particular
came from a foreign city, and the
EU vote, they can overpower
locals were left to suffer.
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Students Dtsptwe Apatketic Stereotype
in Discussion About Same-Sex Maraa<
continued from page 1
holds with children, with the majority of
panel, Professor Dina Anselmi of the these children resulting from heterosexual
Psychology Department and Professor Jean
relationships whereupon one parent then
Nadel-Klein
of the Anthropology
"came out of the closet." These statistics
Department, focused upon the psychologiare so broad because many homosexuals
cal and anthropological aspects, respective- are not willing to participate in these studly, of same-sex marriages. Nadel-Klein
ies because of the social stigma associated
was the first to speak and immediately
with homosexuality.
addressed cultural relativism; there is no
Research shows that there is little psyone "right" way to be human and there is
chological difference between children of
no single culture that has a monopoly on
straight parents and children of gay and lestruth. Nadel-Klein also pointed out that
bian parents. Studies also show that there
"thus far the media has focused upon sevis an equal chance for children of same-sex
eral key con-.
cepts: that
heterosexual
marriages
are human
nature (that
the institution of marriage
is
unchanged
Steve Veshosky
a n d
Professors
Anselmi
and
Nadel-Klein
discuss
same-sex
marriages.
unchanging
households with children of heterosexual
cross-culturally), that there is only one type
households to show behaviors relating to
of marriage that can contribute to cultural
gender identity and sexual orientation.
stability, and that there is something inherently wrong with homosexual marriage." Intelligence and self-esteem of children
raised in same-sex households have been
Nadel-Klein then addressed all three of
studied and they also show no difference
these issues, undercutting each with evifrom children of heterosexual households.
dence from various cultures worldwide.
Children of gay and lesbian households
Cross-culturally, marriage has different
reported feeling more stress (most likely as
definitions. Several Western African socia result of their peers and the social stigma
eties allow women of a certain economic
associated with homosexuality), but these
base to take a wife of their own in order to
children reported being happier than chilhelp with cooking, cleaning, and taking
dren
in heterosexual
households.
care of children. In the Central Plains
Additionally, teachers rate children with
tribes of Native Americans, some men felt
lesbian mothers as being more sensitive
more at home, wearing women's clothing
arid less- aggressive than children of heterorelationship, while their male counterpart
sexual parents. There was also no differwould pursue the traditionally male tasks.
ence shown between the social adjustment
In yet other cultures worldwide,
and popularity of children raised in heterowomen would marry the ghost of a
or homosexual households. Anselmi was
deceased man in order to "ensure the social
also careful to note that there is comparaidentity of children and to ensure property
tively little research on gays and lesbians
inheritance in a certain direction." These
and that the social stigma of being gay can
various forms of marriage are accepted by
deter homosexuals from participating in
their respective societies and help to
studies, hindering the scope and accuracy
strengthen the communities within which
of studies.
they are practiced. In the instance of the
A question-and-answer session was
Native American societies, places were
held afterwards, during which many intereven created for those who felt themselves
esting ideas were raised that furthered the
to be different, and these men were
discussion. The environment was supportembraced and valued within their commu- ive and attended by people of all sexual orinities.
entations. Questions raised by all in atten-

"Holistically, same-sex marriages could reinforce dualparent households and monogamous relationships."
- Jean Nadel-Klein, Anthropology Chair
Within our own culture, mamage has
not been static; within the past two hundred
years marriage rites have been granted to
black couples and interracial couples, and
even more recently the role of women in
marriages has changed. All of these
changes were thought to undermine society
in general, yet it is apparent that a black
family, an interracial family, or a "stay-athome dad" have done nothing to undermine our culture and most likely have
made it stronger. Nadel-Klein noted that
"holistically, same-sex marriages could
reinforce dual-parent households and
monogamous relationships" for American
society.
Anselmi addressed an issue that invariably is brought up during every discussion
on same-sex marriages; what is the psychological affect that same-sex parents will
have on children? There are anywhere
from two to eight million same-sex house-

dance were thoughtful and thought-provoking. I entered into the discussion
knowing quite clearly that I supported
same-sex marriages and I left feeling even
more sure of my beliefs; I was challenged
to think about marriage in ways that had
not occurred to me before. Are we so arrogant as a nation that we believe "our" definition of marriage is the "right" one? Who
is to say that a heterosexual couple will
make better parents than a homosexual
couple? And most importantly, when will
we recognize and appreciate the positive
contributions that gay parents could make
to society?
Panels are also scheduled for Apr. 7 and
14. The first panel, "Religion Speaks" will
be held in the Rittenberg Lounge at 7 p.m.
The second panel, "The Legal Context" is
also in the Rittenberg Lounge at 7 p.m.
These panels conclude the-"Perspectives on
Same-Sex Marriage" dialogues.
,
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seeing into spuing 2004
Miss Diamond has spring fever and is filled with the urge to
dance with abandon, buy new tarot cards and a crystal ball, and
take down the studded leather wall hangings. It is time to bring
in spring with new wardrobes of chinchilla fur and sequins,
stiletto sneakers and bright green hair. Miss Diamond would
like to encourage all to get naked and run through sprinklers
because that's the only way to celebrate this lovely new season!

AO-UAPJUS
- Pee.ft.UAoy 18
Aquarius, you're back at schooL and probably Wandering exactly hoW this semester
Will pLay itself out. Lucky for you. the
stars have been particularly generous in
their allocation of fortune far you. for
starters, your mailbox w i l l be fully
stacked. The rest is yet to come.
Lucky dudt Peking duck

L-EQ
O u t _ y 23 - A U G U S T 22

You've worked hard perfecting the fine art
of procrastination, but it's time to reevaluate your strategy, when you do your Work
Last minute, you choose a stressfuL
Lifestyle. \v/hy make this unhealthy choice
when you couLd eliminate stress by just
not doing Work at alLP
Lucky duck: blue Swedish,

PCSCES
PEe.ft.UAoy 13 - MAft-cw 20
This Week promises to be a sticky one.
Pisces, so be Warned. &ut good things can
come in sticky packages. Like warm apple
pie. Post-Its, and gummy bears. \J\\o
knows what the cosmos have in mind far
you. just take a Word of advice from TR;
Walk softly and carry a big stick.
Lucky duck: kihaki CampbeLL

2 1 - A p f t . i c 18
And the bad news is: there is no bad news!
If you didn't catch that reference. Aries,
it's from the greatest m<?vie ever. Qje
yourself a birthday treat and relax With
your buddies, some popcorn and W/ef llurt
American Summer. It's funnier than your
Weekly horoscope.
Lucky ducki C^oLden 3>00 Jjybrid

TAUAXJS
- M A y 20
A dear friend of mine asked me something
that it WouLdn't hurt you to ponder. Would
you rather always speak in rhyme or not
hear es/ery third Word spoken to you?
Think on this, Taurus, for there may come
a time in the near future when you'll have
to know the answer.
Lucky dudt Musc<?Vy, a quiet flying duck..

AUSUST 23 - SEPTEM&Eft- 22
Virgo, this Week holds three important
things in store far you: E>adger badger
badger badger badger badger badger badger badger mushroom mushroom! A snake, a
snake, snake, a snake, oh it's asnakel »
Lucky dude one that's been eaten by a
snaaaaake. a snaaake, been eaten by a
snake!

- Ocro&eft. 22
<?range juice is bright and tasty and chockfull of Vitamins. Klind of Like you. Consider
changing your name to OJ, Libra, to mix
things up a bit. The '90s coAirt case happened long enough ago that any stigma
attached to the name shouldn't cause you
any troubLe.
Lucky duck: White Crested Duck

SCORPIO
OCTOfeEA- 23 - MoV/EU&Eft- 21
•5corpio,-you're in need of a reminder about
just how great Life is. Well here are some
things to appreciate: balls that say "JesusLoVes You." motors With the soLe function .
of turning crystals around in sunny Windows, and bubbLegum cigars: Poesn't it all
just make you Warm and fuzzy inside?"
Lucky duck IZouen, cousin of the Mallard.

GEMINI
- O U N E 21

NJoVEMCEft. 22 - DECEM&Eft. 21

Think about channeling your energy Into
W'hat do pickle juice, and cynics a l l have in
new arena. Cj"emini. for example, you could common? They're bitter. Pon't fall into
champion duck rights, and start a campaign that trap this Week. 6ag. There are so
to end duck hunting nationwide. CjVe dear
many other emotions at your disposal
old Pick Cheney a call, who Went hunting such as hysteria, or nonchalance. It's fun
far some fine feathered. friends just this to experiment (as you may have Learned
month.
over break). t>o make a change this Week!
Lucky duck
Lucky dudt PonaLd.

D E C G M & E A . 2 2 - oANUAft-y 19

This Week your miLkshake wiLL bring a l l
the boys to the yard. &ut -once your
blender breaks down, you're going to have
to run to Pairy £?ueen. and that just Won't
cut itfarthese boys. Remember: i t takes
more than miLk, eggs, and \ce cream to
make a lasting relationship.
Lucky dudt Cayuga.

Puncturing your eardrum has got to be
one of the most painful experiences
around, so stay away from Q-txps this
Week. Capricorn. Qmbrace your earWax; it
is an integraL part of your being. Also.
Watch far low flying objects.- decapitation
is almost as bad.
Lucky duck: ALL of them
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tarian-friendly? A veggie burger
prepared with pesto and alfalfa
sprouts is much better than nuking a Boca burger. A "Big Bowl"
of portabella mushrooms, tomatoes, spinach, and olives combines typical side dishes into a
hearty entree. Each meal is preceded by a loaf of warm dark
bread, which is surprisingly fresh
and enjoyable.
Desserts are all made inhouse and rumored to be very
good. Though I've never tried
them myself, I suspect that classic
dishes such as apple pie, served
with cheddar cheese, would be
more successful in this environment than would the creme
brulee.
While the lunch and dinner
options are quite pleasing to both
the palate and the wallet, the
brunch is the reason I continue to
return. Offered only on Sundays,
it's a welcomed departure from
the greasy omelet station at
Mather. At only $9.95, it's a great
deal for what you get. A selection
of about 10 brunch items constitute the menu, and each entree
comes with a bloody Mary or
mimosa (upon proof of identification, of course). Eggs dominate
the menu, with such selections as
steak and eggs, eggs Benedict,
and a three-egg omelet with
choice of fillings all present. All
are excellent - the hollandaise
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Habitat Alternative
Spring Break

Chuck Pratt

The authentic UK interior of the Corner Pug is inviting.
sauce on the eggs Benedict can
often present a gloppy mess that
overpowers the eggs, but the
chefs have mastered the consistency. An accompaniment of
well-seasoned home fries rounds
out the main dish.
Not an egg eater? Not a problem. French toast is infused with
Grand Marnier, adding an unexpected tang to a classic breakfast
favorite. Wild blueberry pancakes
and Belgian waffles are also
among the vegan options; they're
both fluffy and light, much better
than any rubbery version served
at Mather. If you're not overly
hungry, a selection of bagels and
freshly-baked breads is also available. Either way, it's well worth a
drive off-campus.
If anything is lacking here,
it's the service. Though I've occasionally witnessed a cheery and
attentive server or two, I've most-

ly been greeted apathetically by
servers who don't do justice to
their title. On my last brunch trip,
the server forgot about a side of
strawberries requested to accompany an order of French toast;
they didn't emerge from the
kitchen for a good 20 minutes.
The joviality of the managers is
somehow lost upon the servers,
which is especially unfortunate
considering the type of community restaurant they represent.
The Corner Pug provides the
kind of neighborhood atmosphere
that is so often absent in Hartford.
The diverse clientele proves its
universal appeal, and an equally
diverse menu appeals to all. Is it
possible that Hartford has its own
"Cheers" - where everybody
knows your name? Well, maybe
not quite yet, but with a few
tweaks in the service department,
it surely could reach this status.

Over Spring Break 30 Trinity students
decided to give up their beach time for a little fun in the sun building houses. They
made the trek to New Orleans, La. where
they stayed in a church on the Westbank
and helped to build five different houses on
the Eastbank. The volunteers helped do
landscaping, terracing, framing, nailing and
sawing and also built windows and doors.
The trip was a huge success; everyone
involved had a great time and helped out the
New Orleans community in the process.
- Julia Ewart '04

Did You Know?

Trinity Students Make
Healthy Choices

Did You Know That
Condoms Provide Some
Protection Against All
STD's, Even Herpes and
Genital Warts?
For More Info: Contact TCHC

% Of Trinity Students
Have Not Missed A
Class As A Result Of
2602 R1*J 8 t W « Su»«;

Trinity College
Health Center

(860) 297-2018
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday - Friday: 8:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
Saturday: Noon - 4:00 P.M.
Sunday: Closed
Appotrctmert&preferred*

After Houts:
Visit the Self-Caie Guide on out website:
www.trincoll.edu/depts/healthcenter
or
Call X 2222 For die Nurse Practitioner on call
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Love Story Musical
Successful Performance
Q and not U Please Everyone as they Rock at Vernon
JOSHUA CERRETTI
ARTS WRITER
For those familial' with Trinity, especially those familiar with the normal events
at the Party Barn (which I vehemently
refuse to call "Club V"), Friday night was
an amazing scene at the Vernon Center. As
one of the leaders of D.C.'s political punk
scene, Q and not U (off of Fugazi's
Dischord record label) rocked on stage,
there were one hundred and fifty people
rocking out in front of them. This crowd,
which filled the Vernon Center about
halfway, contained at least 100 people who
weren't Trinity students (these numbers are
off the door total, so they should be accu-

above and beyond expectations. Featuring
two former members of the avant-gardehardcore act Arab on Radar, the Chinese
Stars play an intense brand of rock that got
the room dancing.
Frontman Eric Paul stormed about the
stage, slamming on a cowbell and howling
in his high voice over the pounding rhythm
section and screeching guitar work. Pa'i i
performance was somewhere in betwei N .I
very intoxicated Axel Rose and the delusion ravings of Brad Pitt's character ir 12
Monkeys. In between songs he woi'id
make statements along the lines of, "wli.' •.
going to take me back to their di»m
tonight," with a psychotic child-like iiiii >-

KRISTEN ST. MARTIN
ARTS LDITOR

musical made its premiere under the direction of James Lapine in May of 1994 at
New York City's Plymouth Theatre where
A remote Italian military outpost in
it pleased audiences for over 280 performMilan during 1863 was brought to life at
ances. The audiences at each of the three
Austin Arts Center this past weekend
through the three performances of the performances on campus seemed to leave
musical Passion.
One of the three the theater just as contently as those at the
Broadway performances.
The cast members agreeably fit their
roles as they took on the characteristics of
the various members of the musical. The
sounds of their voices filled the theatre as
they told a story about the love life of
Giorgio, a member of the military, played
by Brendan Padgett '04. Padgett did an
excellent job filling this lead role, as he
sang to the music played on the piano by
Professor Gerry Moshell. Moshell's music
was played almost flawlessly in the background, setting the mood for each scene.
The cast members sang to the music of
29 songs throughout the play, as the audience intently awaited to see the decision
Giorgio would make in regards to whom he
would chose to be with, at the end of the
performance., He was caught in a conflict
Padgett 'o4 stars with Waters '06.
with his own heart over, who he was truly in
, ,
Sondheim musicals performed at Trinity, love with. . , , , • • . (
r
Passion
was
a
typical
story
about
love
Passion was presented before an intimate
that
included
numerous
letters
written
from
audience of approximately thirty people at
each show that took place from Mar. 26 - Giorgio to Clara or Fosca, and vice versa.
i
-*Mar.<*2&: The music and lyrics were originally written by Stephen Sondheim. The
see TALENTED on page 17 . >"
•7*j$ji0&v*^ M^^HBW^W^wS^MB^^^^S^^^fe^flift^^3ff[iKgtoi&ga*^»*-jtaf^wJ.^..

Chuck Pratt

The Chinese Stars guitarist Paul Vieira plays the electric guitar.
rate).
Trinity's radio station WRTC (89.3 on
your dial) sponsored one of the few rock
shows to happen on campus that wasn't
acoustic balladeering by bringing New
York's Eaves, Rhode Island's Chinese
Stars, and Washington D.C.'s Q and not U
to campus on Friday night. Though the
shutdown of 1-95 in Fairfield delayed the
bands arrival, everything went off without
a hitch.
Before Eaves took the stage, the crowd
knew they were in for something different,

cence.
With the crowd warmed up, Q and not
U took the stage to cap off a great show
with a dramatic finish. Though there are
only three members of Q and not U, they
utilize drums, two guitars, bass, two keyboards, a melodica, and hand percussion.
Drawing from their older release No Kill,
No Beep Beep, their newer Different
Damage, and new material for their first
show of 2004, Q and not U showed no
signs of rust. They entranced the crowd as
they rocked and whaled incredible intensi-

Chuck Pratt

The Eaves performed as the opening act for WRTC's concert Friday night
as this was no normal set-up. In addition to
two guitars, bass, and drums, the fourmember band used two keyboards, various
extra percussion devices, and a laptop
plugged into the PA for beats. Though the
crowd was still filling in when Eaves took
the stage, by the end their mellow,- girl- •
fronted, indie rock set was being enjoyed
by a crowded house.
The crowd at this point was ready forsome, actiqn and Chinese Stars delivered

ty for just under an hour.
Primary vocalist Chris Richards
jumped about the stage in manic delight,
often drawing audience members up onto
the stage and using the lovely props of the
Vernon Center (two big potted trees) to full
advantage.
Guitarist Harris Klahr was impressive,
garnering at least six different guitar
see Q AND NOT U on page19

Studio Arts Annual
Thursday, Apr. 1 - Friday, Apr. 16
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
This exhibition features the work of students in Studio Arts courses. The gallery
closes on Apr. 16, and will re-open for college commencement exercises May 15 and
16 for an exhibition of the works of Studio Arts Seniors.
David Krakauer's Klezmer Madness!
Thursday, Apr. 8 at 8 p.m.
Vernon Social Center
Internationally acclaimed clarinetist David Krakaeur redefines the notion of a
concert artist. Known for his mastery of myriad styles including classical chamber
music, Eastern European klezmer music, the avant-garde, rock and jazz, Krakauer
lies way beyond "cross-over." He is a natural storyteller who has long dazzled colleagues and the public with his ability to shift and meld musical gears. Krakauer is in
demand worldwide as a guest soloist with the finest chamber music groups. Recent
collaborations have included the Tokyo String Quartet, the Eroica Trio, the Kronos
Quartet, the Lark Quartet, the Mendelssohn String Quartet and the Empire Brass
Quintet.
The Mozart Requiem
Friday, Apr. .9 at 9 p.m. and Sunday, Apr. 11 at 8 p.m.
Trinity College Chapel
Student soloists from the Trinity College Concert Choir and a professional orchestra
present this hour-long choral masterpiece in special Good Friday and Easter Sunday
performances. Trinity's magnificent gothic chapel with its splendid acoustics serves
as the backdrop for this annual spring concert conducted by Music Professor Gerald
Moshell.
Blood Wedding
Thursday, Apr. 15 - Saturday, Apr. 17, 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
This riveting drama is inspired by the true story of an Andalusian woman who abandoned her husband-to-be on their wedding day to ran off to Spain's rural mountains
with her former sweetheart. Updated and transported to war-weary Afghanistan, this
gripping tale blends songs, poetry and prose.
austinarts.org
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Contact Improvisational
floor.
Sands and Bliss performed three
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
pieces: each of them performed a solo and
Contact improvisation is a relatively then they performed a duet. Sands pernew form of dance that began about 25 formed the first piece, which was entitled
years ago and has rapidly spread around the "A Thin Place."
world. Today it is practiced in about 40
She later explained that the title
countries.
Contact improvisation is referred to an old Celtic belief that there
extremely difficult to define, as there are no were actual physical places called 'thin
rules; dancers rely on gravity and feeling places' where individuals could go to get
their bodies in space.
closer to the 'other world.' Sands began
On Wednesday March 24, students and her solo by reading a collection of quotes
faculty members filed into Seabury 47 to that various individuals had used to
experience a new form of improvisational describe what the 'thin place' was.
dance. The audience sat on purple cushShe then came gliding onto the stage
ions, transfixed as Catherine Sands and Jeff clad in black, cargo Capri pants and a
Bliss whirled around the studio filling it blue, gauzy shirt. She stared out at the
with the sound of their breathing and the audience and took quick, shuttering
echo of their bare feet slapping the hard breaths. The remainder of her perform-

CAROLINE ROBERTSON

Chuck Pratt

Jeff BJiss poses in one of many strange positions in the improvisational dance.

ance was a collection of wild gesticulations
and rapid, loud breathing.
There were moments when she stopped
moving and spoke directly to the audience
asking, "Do you hear me? Do you hear
me?"
After speaking she resumed her
untamed movements.
At one point she laid flat on the floor,
with her head tipped back, starring quizzically at the audience. Suddenly she flailed
her arms wildly around and the lights
dimmed and her performance was over.
Bliss performed the second piece of the
evening, which was entitled 'Thaw.' He
began by asking the audience to think what
their life questions were. As people called
out answers he jotted them down in a small
notebook. The questions he particularly
liked were "What happens after life?"
"Who are really your friends?" and "How
do I get back to simplicity?"
He then left the stage and the studio
was plunged into total darkness. When he
returned to the stage, music, which sounded like grease crackling in a hot pan, began
to play and Bliss started twirling frantically around the room. Unlike Sands piece,
Bliss' dance was totally silent.
He later explained that as he danced
Bliss tried to incorporate the three life
questions into his movements; for example,
at one point, he pointed to spots in the room
as if asking, "Are you my friend?"
Suddenly, he swiped his fingernails
across a blackboard hanging on the wall,
the audience visibly tensed up, and some
people even plugged their ears. Then, just
as suddenly as the movement had begun, it
stopped as Bliss nodded to the audience
and walked off stage.
Sands and Bliss performed the final

SPICE

Chuck Pratt

Catherine Sands does her solo dance.
piece of the performance together; the
music they used was some sort of blues
song.
Their duet was like nothing I have ever
seen before. They used each other's bodies
to bounce around the room; twirling and
tumbling all over the floor, floating and
falling to the floor where they twisted their
bodies gracefully together, becoming intertwined and then separating. The two
dancers visibly connected on some deep
spiritual level as their limbs gracefully tangled together and then came apart.
As they filled the room with energy,
they suddenly looked at each other and
nodded, signaling that the performance had
come to an end. Catherine Sands and Jeff
Bliss are both wonderful dancers and are
definitely worth seeing. My introduction to
contact improvisation was enjoyable and I
truly recommend that all Trinity students
should experience it.
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Talented Singing Key Component of Passion
continued from page 15
Anna Vognsen '06 and Leslie
Waters '06, respectively took on
the roles of these two characters.
. The audience was immediately engrossed in the performance
following the opening song, titled
"Happiness," which included the
talented singing voices of
Vognsen and Padgett. This interest of the audience was increased
following the horrific screams
that came out of Fosca at the start
of the show. Waters did a superior job as Fosca, a character who
was sick and often forced to stay
in bed at the demand of Doctor
Tambourri, played by Daniel
Kelleher, '07.
However, a few times within
the musical, there were times in
which the story seemed to drag on
and a few scenes could have been
made shorter. Despite this, the
audience seemed to remain
intrigued in the performance until
the end of it, at which point
Giorgio found himself with
Fosca.
The serious conflict Giorgio
found himself in was lightened by
the occasional humor provided
through the other military characters in the musical, which were
played by Devin Romanul '07,
Becket Greteri-Harrisoh '07,
Tyeypr Hyde '07, Armando
Colantonio
Sp.,
Matthew
Williams '05 and Adrian Estepa
'07. All of the members of the
military were struggling with
their own conflict about what
they were actually doing iii the
military.
The six military members
were included in many scenes
throughout the play, often com-

plaining about the food that was
cooked for them. The six students to take on these roles were
well deserving of their parts in the
musical. Their voices sang
numerous songs in harmony with
each other and the music played,
thoughout the performance, in the
background
by
Professor
Moshell.
The audience also found time
to smile during the song titled
"Flashback Sequence." It included a flashback to Fosca's childhood, during which Annabel Utz
played Fosca at the young age of
six and Jamie Lyn Fontaine '05,
took on the role of Fosca at
approximately age 17. The audience was delighted by the talented dancing of these two cast
members.
The stage was set up as a sort
of balcony, in which Fosca's bed
was positioned in front of a window upstairs and many of the military scenes took place in what
seemed to be a kitchen downstairs. The costumes, designed by
Vivian Lamb, were beautiful.
The dresses were of those typical
to what women would wear during the 19th century.
The military costumes, however, were slightly flawed. After
one of the performances, some
members of the audience were
overheard stating their confusion
in who was who in the military
because their outfits did not give
them any distinguishing characteristics. However, this was only
a,minu"te detail'that did not have
any significance in the plot of the
musical itself.
Along with this slight costume flaw, there were also a few

line slips that the cast members
found a way to creatively hide,
proving their successful talent as
performers.
Despite these minor flaws,
overall, all three of the performances of Passion were very successful and well received, as
determined by the great applauds
cast members received from the
audience.
As Kristen Geiger '06 said of
the performance, "The cast members had talented singing voices
that kept my attention even during the times in which the plot
seemed to drag on.. I am glad I
attended the performance. It was
well worth my time."

T

Chuck Pratt

The military members create laughter in Passion.

Bands Set For Spring Weekend
continued from page 1
most successful. With tracks such
as "Here's to the Night" and
"Promise," the album proved that
Eve6 was a band with staying
power.
This much more diverse
album captured the reeling energy
the band had acquired on the
road. Eve6 released their third
and most recent album in July of
2003. It's All In Your Head is the
band's most diverse album by far,
ranging from all-out power rock
to more Dylan-esque ballads. The
album's first single, "Think
Twice," debuted in the top 10 on
the Billboard Modem Rock chart.
On Sunday, it was difficult to
find opening acts worthy to share
the bill with an artist as huge as
Ludacris, but after much debate, I
think we've done just that. The
Beatnuts, a Latino hip-hop crew
from New York City, will kick off

En La Citidad Sin Limites Mai-. 31
7:30 p.m.
(Argentina /Spain, 2003) While he is lying in a Parisian hospital bed awaiting surgery,
a wealthy Spanish industrialist repeatedly calls out for 'Rancel!1 His son, however, has
never heard the name before. Setting off for Madrid, the son tries to solve this mystery
that could expose not only the truth about his family, but long-protected secrets about the
repressive Franco regime. The superb cast includes Geraldine Chaplin and the venerable
Spanish actor/director, Fernando Fernan Gomez. 125 min.
In America April 1-3
Apr. 1- 3 at 7:30 p.m., Apr. 3 also at 2:30 p.m.
(2003) The desperate state of the Irish economy in the 1980s brought a new
wave of immigrants to New York - including aspiring writer/director Jim Sheridan {My
Left Foot, In the Name of the Father). His new semi-autobiographical film (co-written by
Sheridan's two daughters) tells the story of one family that leaves Dublin and personal
tragedy behind for a new start in Hell's Kitchen. Seen through the eyes of the two girls,
New York is a magical kingdom of unpredictable danger and promise. Don't miss the electrifying performance by Djimon Hounsou, the charismatic actor from Benin who brought
Cinque to life in Amistad. 103 min.

the afternoon.
Best known for "Watch Out
Now," and "Off The Books," the
group actually has more than
seven albums to their name, as
well as collaborations with the
likes of Method Man, Naughty
By Nature, Soulive, and De La
Soul. The Beatnuts have also produced songs for Common and Fat
Joe. They are currently working

year's headliner. Born Chris
Bridges and hailing from Atlanta,
Georgia, Ludacris is definitively
one of the greatest rap artists in
the history of the genre. His
music has broken out of the rap
mold and onto top-40 stations:
even the most die-hard of rock
fans, such as myself, can't help
but love his music. He has sold
over eight million albums, and all

Angeline Vuong

Eve6 lead singer perofrms live at the Masquerade in Atlanta.
on a new album, called Milk Me,
due out sometime this spring.
What goes better with a
Sunday afternoon out on the quad
than a little bit of reggae? A little
bit of kickass, so-hot-right-now
reggae, that's what. And to provide exactly that, TCAC will be
flying T.O.K. in from Jamaica for
an
exclusive
performance.
Undeniably the hottest sensation
in reggae music right now,
T.O.K.'s "Chi Chi Man" can be
heard in dancehalls and on urban
radio stations worldwide,

three of his releases have gone
platinum.
His current album, Chickenn-Beer, hit number one on the
charts, and his collaboration with
Usher and Li'l.Jori. on "Yeah"
became the number one song in
the country shortly after its debut.
Ludacris was nominated for two
Grammys in 2003: Best Male Rap
Solo Performance for "Rollout"
and Best Rap Album for Word of
Mouf.
His solo single, "Stand Up,"
is on top-40 playlists nationwide,

The Cooler Apr. 2 -3
9:45 p.m.
(2003) Bernie, in a great performance by William H. Macy, is so much of a loser
that he is hired by a Vegas casino owner to wander around spreading his bad luck. Equally
enjoyable is Alec Baldwin, who plays Bernie's psychopathic but charming boss; he not
only had Bernie's kneecap broken, he also paid to have it repaired. But luck is a funny
thing, and when Bernie falls for a beautiful cocktail waitress (Maria Bello), his job as 'the
cooler1 is no longer a sure bet. Macy has been quoted as saying that he stayed in shape for
thirty years for the day he might be asked to do a sex scene: let's just say that the day is
here. 101 min.
April In Paris. Grand Illusion: War and French Cinema Apr. 4 - 1 0
April in Paris, Hartford's Fifth Annual Festival of French and Francophone Film, presents Grand Illusion: War and French Cinema. For more information call 860-297-4071
The Lineup (all films in 70mm format):
Napoleon (1927)
Muriel (1963)
Night and Fog (1955)
Lumumba
Safe Conduct (2003)
.
'
.
Lucie Aubrac (1997)
• The Battle of'Algiers (1965)
Beau Travail (1999)
Grand Illusion (1938)
September 11 (2002)
cinestudio.org

www.defjam.com

Ludacris, headliner at this year's spring concert.
The band's name originally
stood for "Touch of Klass," but
has come to take on different
meanings for the Jamaican quartet, such as "Taking Over
Kingston." Their latest release,
"Man Ah Badman," features reggae sensation Bounty Killer, and
is still number one on many reggae charts.
I hardly need, to sell this

and has surpassed even the great
success of his previous singles,
such as "What's Your Fantasy."
Ludacris now has his own
record label (Disturbing the
Peace), and his own charity (The
Ludacris Foundation). All in all,
these bands are expected to make
this year's Spring Weekend a
damn fun time if not an amazing
concert.
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e U)abls talented SMus/c Company, a Collection of
Capabilities displayed at bistro Well Performed Stories
c

KELLY RICE
ARTS

CONTRIBUTOR

The Trinity women's soccer team held
their third Bistro Coffeehouse this year
Friday, Mar. 24. The event advertised live
music, free snacks, cheap beer, and ironically, absolutely no coffee. The entertainment was advertised to be provided by
Some Weird Band, a Bistro Coffeehouse
regular.
However, this was a misprint because
Joe Wahl, the lead singer, was the only

did not just provide the entertainment at
this function to practice, but to really put
on a great show for those who came. He
wanted to assure that all in attendance
truly enjoyed themselves and appreciated
the music he was playing. On occasion,
Wahl would even alternate between his
acoustic guitar and his electric, showing
his skill at both and keeping the audience
on their toes for what he would do next.
As the night rolled on, the event
quickly became an intimate concert. All
in attendance could grab a front row seat

"He was truly expressive of the words he was saying. You could see how the music was making him
feel as he played."
- -Anika Rappaleye '06
member of the band present as he turned
Friday night into a solo performance. On
this particular night, Wahl purchased the
keg from the soccer team so that anyone in
attendance could receive free refills. The
lights of the Bistro were dimmed at 10 p.m.
and the event was underway.
Although it had the makings of a great
night, it was lacking one major component,
the audience. Aside from die soccer players there were less then 10 other people in
attendance, all who appeared to be friends
of the performer. This, however, did not
prevent singer Joe Wahl from giving a stel-

due to the lack of individuals in the audience. As Tom Soyster '07 stated, "It's
unfortunate that people did not take
advantage of this event. The music was
amazing and it was a great opportunity to
hang out and relax with a couple friends
before heading out for the night!"
Everyone at the Coffeehouse seemed
to be enjoying the comfortable environment, refreshments, and of course the
music. Wahl continued to play for the
audience long after the scheduled close of
the event. The amount of songs he knew
and how well he could play each of them

Third Sondheim Musical Performed in One Weekend
ERIN BARCLAY
ARTS

CONTRIBUTOR

We've all been there - the third wheel,
invited to hang out with a friend and his or
her significant other. It's awkward, but we
do it anyway. Stephen Sondheim's musical

'06), and listening to a very drunken
Joanne (Brie Schwartz '06) talk about marriage, love, and life. Meanwhile, the three
ladies in Bobby's life - Marta (Ashley
Vitha '07), April (Dana Vlitz '04) and
Kathy (Laurie Skelly '04) - keep him occu-

The cast pulled off a great rendition of a complicated and difficult show. Each of the songs was well performed...
comedy Company is the story of Bobby,
who is perpetually the third wheel among
his eight married friends. The show goes
through two years in Bobby's life - from
his thirty-fifth to thirty-seventh birthday and follows the questions he asks about
marriage and the often odd or unsatisfactory answers he receives.
Trinity's production of Company,
which ran last weekend as part of a
Sondheim series of musicals, was energetic
and fun. Doug Goodman '04, as Bobby,
was a character you understood; he found
himself caught in the marital kung-fu of
Sarah (Rachel Stone '04) and Harry
(Brendan Padgett '04), watching the
process of divorce between Susan (Lisa
San Pascual '06) and Peter (Pat Greene
'06), trying to ensure that Amy (Cynthia
Convey '04) and Paul (Armando
Colantonio Sp.) get married in the first
place, smoking pot with Jenny (Shannon
Fillian '05) and David (Andrew Feldman

pied and/or entertained.
The cast pulled off a great rendition of
a complicated and difficult show. Each of
the songs was well performed and every
word was audible, which is often the downfall of a Sondheim musical. Each character
was unique and well-played, from
Brendan's "ex"-alcoholic to Vitha's spirited, cheerful New York girl, to San
PascuaFs Southern Belle housewife.
Technically, the show was also a great success. There were many changes of scenery
and set that were well coordinated and
smooth.
The show had a tendency to drag, but
each of the slower scenes was balanced
with a comedic or intense scene to keep the
audience's attention focussed on the stories
of Bobby and the four couples. Although
Company is more a collection of stories
than a show particularly driven by plot,
Trinity's production was interesting and
fun.

University of

Hartford
Summerterm

2004
www.someweirdband.com

joe Wahl performs some of his solo work before a live audience.
lar performance, He is a talented artist and
did not let the small turnout discourage
him. Equipped with a microphone, two
guitars, and a couple of speakers, Wahl was
quick to impress everyone in attendance.
His music can easily be compared to many
great singer song writers such as John
Mayer and Jack Johnson.
In addition to Ms numerous original
songs, WahTs performance featured many
cover songs. He did great renditions of
pieces by Dave Matthews, Dispatch, and
John Mayer. "His voice is calm and soothing. The music was beautiful!" said Jesse
Hanson '06, a member of the women's soccer team working the event.
As a performer, however, his concert

was truly impressive for all those who
enjoy good music. For some, the music
provided an enjoyable background as
they mingled with friends or played card
games. He played numerous songs that
he himself has written, including the start
of a song that is yet to be titled by Wahl.
Furthermore, he even played on the
spot requests from members of the audience, who requested numerous songs,
usually those by Dave Matthews. Wahl
carried his quality performance consistently through to the end.
Despite the fact that most would consider Friday's event to be financially an
unsuccessful night for the women's soccer team, another Coffeehouse function at

"It's unfortunate that people didn take advantage of
this event."
- - Tom Soyster '07
was not purely limited to the music he was
playing. "He was truly expressive of the
words he was singing. You could see how
the music was making him feel as he
played" said Anika Rappaleye '06, another
women's soccer player in attendance.
Wahl performed every single song that
he played with passion and feeling.
Everyone in attendance could tell that Wahl

the Bistro will be held this Friday. It will
again be offering great entertainment, free
snacks, and beer for those with proper ID.
The function is scheduled to begin at 9:30
p.m. and carries a three dollar cover
charge that includes a free beer. If the
entertainment is as talented as that played
by Wahl, it is well worthwhile for everyone to attend.

Earn 3 credits in 3 weeks
Open to students attending
any college or university
Get ahead and graduate earlier
• Two convenient sessions
• Small, focused classes
• Choose from 400+ courses

call today
800-234-4412

Sessions begin...
Wednesday, May 19
Monday, July 5
(class start and end dates vary)

: 200 Bloomfield'Ayenue

:

.:,Weit'Hortford/.CT 061 I
'] suirtnier@h6rtford.eciu .'•'
1

wsvw.hartfofd.edu .' • • •.

Register Online
www.hartford.edu/s11113merterm
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Sweeney Doesn't Go Far Enough Q ANP

continued from page 1
down by the acting in this show. I
am always bothered when I see
performances where I don't feel
that the performers have faith in
the world that they are trying so
hard to construct around them. I
think a bit more work there would
have gone a long way. It seemed
to me that the characters who
were supposed to be scary really
weren't, and quite often the characters who weren't supposed to be
scary were.

Nonetheless, that clearly wasn't the priority in the piece. Most
of the singing and dancing was
great, although I thought that a bit
of "dance-theater" would have
been in order. I was a bit confused when the judge raped
Sweeney's wife, it looked to me
like he was head butting her, but
quickly enough I figured it out. I
thought the asylum scene was
horribly underdeveloped.
I

continued from page 1

Chuck Pratt

An intense stare from Mathew Bamberg-Johnson '06.
thought they missed a great
opportunity in that particular
scene to make a really interesting
stage picture with a touch more
diversity than what was depicted.
Some of the high points in
this musical were the songs sung
by Ellen Kaye '07 (Johanna), the
wonderful and sickly green light
coming through the fog, and the
quality band that ranged from
piano to piano. Despite a little
discontinuity, I thought the

Clm.k PuU

Sweeney Todd members act out a party.

ensemble pieces were pretty well
orchestrated and strong.
Another thing that bothered
me a lot was the range of fake
British accents. As I was watching the show I was repeatedly
reminded that people were faking
their accents. I would have rather
everyone just do their part in a
regular voice, rather than the mix
of accents from around the
English speaking world. It was
very distracting and wouldn't
have been difficult to fix.
My main criticism is that the
show used gimmicks to draw in
the audience that didn't especially
compliment the story. Though the
chair was great and funny, it did
not seem to do anything to make
the story more complete. And
although the play was fairly tight,
there were huge gaps in the continuity of acting and within the
overall direction of the themes.
All told, I hate musicals. That
probably won't change, even
though I kind of took a liking to
this one.

sounds by playing through an oldschool analog keyboard, and was
quite dashing in his mid-80's Pete
Townsend look.
Drummer John Davis was also
impressive, holding songs together as his band mates switched
instruments and goofed around on
the stage.
Despite the fun nature of the

registration forms for the state of
Connecticut. He later went off on
the recent election in Spain. Even
the lyrics of Q and not U's songs
contained political messages on a
more abstract level.
Overall, the bands were great,
and it was most impressive to see
a large off-campus crowd at a
Trinity event. The moral of this is
to pay attention next time WRTC

Overall, the bands were great, and it
was most: impressive to see a large off-campus crowd at a Trinity event.
show, Richards opened up by
extolling the crowd to "help
[them] get rid of neo-fascism in
[their] hometown of Washington,
D.C." as well as bringing voter

is purling on a show, these guys
work in radio, they definitely
know music. It was a great dancepunk party for everybody in attendance.

Chuck Pratt

The drummer from The Chinese Stars being intense.

NDING & ENHANCING HUMAN LIFE
We are the Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceutical Research
Institute (PRI), one of the world's most productive, respected
and innovative research organizations. We are dedicated to
extending ana1 enhancing human life by diigc&vering and
developing innovative, cost-effective ^nfSdfeiries that
address significant unmet medical needs.
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"Karaite Judaism: Against the Rabbis and Between
\
Islam and Christianity"
Professor Fred Astren
Director, Jewish Studies Program
San Francisco State University
Sponsored by Jewish Studies Program
A discussion of the Karaite sect of Judaism, based on the
speaker s new book.
4 p.m. Apr. l in Rittenburg lounge, Mather
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Universities, the Internet, and the Intellectual Commons
Hal Abelson
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sponsored by Trinity College Engineering Department
Universities have a mission to create, preserve, and disseminate
knowledge. In addressing that mission, we should take care to
preserve and strengthen the intellectual commons Ithat shared
wellspring of ideas and innovation from which all may freely
draw. Today, both the intellectual commons and the university
community that rely upon it are confronting stresses from both
within and outside of the university, stresses such as squabbles
over who owns academic work, technologies for restricting the
dissemination of knowledge, and the impact of increasingly
stringent and far-reaching property laws. This talk describes
initiatives aimed at bolstering the intellectual commons, both
at MIT and elsewhere.
7:30 p.-m-.
inin
McCook
.-m-.Apr.
Apr.5 5
McCook Auditorium
Auditoriu

LECTURES
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SIMVAY, APR. 4 - PALM SUKIVAY

12

5:15 p.m. TrCnCty VESPERS, wtifr

5 p. wv. CariXLovv Le-biony
6 p.wv.

6 p.wu Holy ZucharUt'Service/
Crypt Chapel
10 p.wv.

\,Z.tO&y. fvjiti. 3 3 :
1130-2:36 p.m.

. 5

Location. \<Ant"£v ' ^viJ?x L.e\'ci

A'i.Lo d^'T'fJ ;=Xi.. 3 2 5 9
6 - 8 p.n
Program: A High;: r ijpan'sh

Piaz exi 3C\A

pm.
. Angels in

.

12 noon/ fatuity S&rCe&
12:15 p.YW. Centervn^Prayer
Crypt Chapel

TZr
p.ymZEN
Crypt Chapel

.,..'••

(KC)

TUZSVAY, APR. 6

FRIVAY, AVK. 2

\l~lp.wv. Student recordA,vx%'}fcfr, ,.,. 12
•odaMe' 9:30 p.wv. BANQUET
\7 p.wv. Stations ofthe'Crote (KC)
tt/j Chapel
Looh orvEKCHAhlQE for the/ complete/
Holy Week/ schedule*.
WeiryCte/at:

[ieniat'Je)

sred

Classifieds

TUUE.6PAY. APB_ I:
6 p.m.
Program: freedom Seder (J-luman Rights
x;. 28/41

9 p m -2 a ir.
Program: LJin J-'^p Nigii^ U?catitfn; Vernier.
^arin FVurr i?xt. 2 / 6 9
? CLA±> cjnfersnt

i. p.m.-d -;.m.
Program. "CbwJG ef, C'.^A

Contact:
l-iy Apr.L

Florida only $69 one
way all taxes included. Europe $169 one
way. Other worldwide destinations
cheap. Book on-line
www.airtech.com or
(212) 219-7000.

Part-time jobs/
Hartford Civic
Center: Cashiers
and
vendors
wanted. $9/HR.
CALL
CHAD
413-883-3479

Spring Break 2004- Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student TomOperator to Jamaica, Cancun,
AcapulcOj Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring on campus reps. Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/reservationsl -800648-4849or www.ststravel.com.

A "Reality" Spring
Break-2004's
Hottest
Prices
Book Now...Free
Trips, Meals &
Parties! www.sunsplashtours.com or
1-800-426-7710

Spring break: Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, and Acapulco
from $489. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties, and
More!
Organize small
groups-earn FREE TRIPS
plus commissions! Call 1800-GET-SUN-l!

Spring Break '04 with
StudentCity.com and
Maxim magazine! Get
hooked up with Free
Trips, Cash, VIP
Status, as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15
of the hottest destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE
DRINKS, and 150%
Lowest
Prices
Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our
Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK.

Students^, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds. Looking for babysitters or someone to shovel
snow? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings? Include
your ad in our expanded classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail inquiries to
tripod@trincoll.edu
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M. Lax Endure First Losses Bants Drop Series
Versus Bowdoin
CAT MAHER

SPORTS WRITER

The men's lacrosse team
began their season with three
straight wins against Bates,
Goucher,
and
Guilford.
Wednesday, Mar. 24, they suffered their fust loss of the season
against the Springfield College
Pride.
The Bantams started the game
off well, scoring three goals in
less than three minutes, including
a pair by senior James Skiff who
finished with a game-high six
goals. Skiff scored his first goal
only eight seconds into the game.
At the 13:41 mark, Roddy Tilt '06
scored his first goal, followed

quickly by another goal from
Skiff. Then Chad Burdette '06,
with eight minutes remaining,
increased the first-quarter lead to
4-0.
Springfield finally answered
back at the 5:07 mark to cut the
lead to 4-1. Springfield brought
itself within two goals in the final
minute of the first quarter, ending
the quarter with a score of 4-2.
The Pride continued their run
with the first goal of the second
quarter but the Bantams answered
back with two consecutive goals
to increase the lead to 6-3 with
4:48 remaining in the first half.
Trinity allowed one more
Springfield goal and the half
ended with a score of 6-4.

Skiff scored his third goal of
the game only 12 seconds into the
second half to put Trinity back up
by three, 7-4, but it was the only
scoring the Bantams did in the
third quarter. Springfield managed to score four goals to give
the Pride its first lead of the game,
8-7. The Pride opened up the
fourth quarter with a quick goal to
increase the lead to 9-7.
Springfield's tough defense shut
down the Bantams while their
offense scored two more goals to
give them their largest lead of the
game, 11-7. Two more Skiff
goals, along with one last
Springfield goal, made the final
score 12-9.

The first game the Bantams
pulled out a 4-1 victory thanks to
some timely hitting by Andrew
Fries '05 and Greg Talpey '06.
Joe Westcott '05 also contributed
by throwing a gem. Westcott
allowed one run in the first
inning, but then overcame his jitters by pitching scoreless ball for
the rest of the game. In the second
game it was all Matt Krant '06 as
he tossed a three-hitter for the
Bants.
The Bantams scored the
game-winning run in the top of
the seventh in the second game
and also got some offensive production from senior tri-captain
Eric Shattenkirk who had two bits
and a RBI.
Other highlights on the trip

DAVE BUCCO
SPORTS WRITER

The Trinity College baseball
team has picked up where they
left off last season, compiling a
12-3 record through their first fifteen games. The Bantams started
white hot, with an astounding 101 record after their Florida road
trip.
Outfielder Angel Resto '05
and Jeff Natale '05 carried the
Bantams offensively on the trip,
with Resto going on a 12-26 tear
while Natale bit just below the
.500 mark going 15-31. Natale
Trinity senior goalie Geoffrey
Shaw made 12 saves for the also reached base 10 consecutive
Bantams. Trinity, seventh in New times which helped produce
England falls to 3-1, while the many of the Bantams runs. The
Pride, ranked third in New Bantams swept Salisbury in a
England and 18th in the nation, double header over that road trip
in two closely contested games.
improved to 2-3.
Saturday the Bantams lost to
the Amherst College Lord Jeffs in
their home opener 13-7. Amherst
opened the game with three quick
goals in the first quarter. The
Bantams got on the board' when
Tilt scored off a pass from Curtis
Kahn '07 to cut the lead to 3-1. •Tv*. 1
Burdette narrowed the gap in the
second quarter with a goal at the
9:55 mark to bring Trinity within
xsrr
one goal, but the Jeffs answered
right back.

*

See BASEBALL on page 22
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Coiy Smith '06 goes for a shot in recent action.

See LACROSSE on page 22
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Chuck Pratt

Trinity baseball had a very successful Spring Break trip.
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Career Services
THE BEST WAYTO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...

Upcoming Resume Deadlines onTrinity Recruiting!
Wednesday. March 31
Nut1 University — Study Abroad Coordinator
KenMont and KenWood Camps — Various Positions in Camp Theater ProgramSummer 2004
The Jerome Levy Forecasting Center, LLC — Research Analyst
ADNET Systems, Inc. — Various Government Internships-Summer 2004
Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) — Development Assistant
Concentric Energy Advisors — Energy Consultant
Ovation Benefits — Analyst
Samsonite — Area Sales Representative - territory New York City
Blue Sky Puppet Theatre — Puppeteer
Thursday. April 1
The Putney School — Teaching Intern
Stanford University — Stanford Graduate School of Business Summer Institute2004
ElM —Research Assistant
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center — Research Assistant-Behavioral
Neurology Unit
United States Golf Association (USGA) — USGA Museum & Archives
Internships-Summer 2004

Friday. April 2
YA1 - National Institute for People with Disabilities — Various Internships;
Various Summer and Holiday
Montessori Learning Path — Educational Administrator
The Florida State University College of Law — Summer for Undergraduates
Program
MARS International, Inc. — Sales and Service Rep
The Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown — 2004 FAWC Summer Program
Internship
Boston University TangJewood Institute — Housing and Residential Life
Positions-Summer 2004
Families for Depression Awareness — Director of Development, PART TIME
Marina Sirras & Associates LLC — Administrative Assistant
Collegiate School — The Collegiate School Teaching Institute for students of
color-Summer 2004
. Kiwanis Camp Wyman — Summer Camp Positions-2004
Tumbling River Ranch — Various Ranch Positions-Summer 2004
Sunday, April 4
SCORE! Educational Centers — Educational Center Assistant Director
Monday, April S
Hartford, The — Media Relations Intern

Monday. April 5 (continued)
CXtcc — Inside Sales Account Executive (French Speaking Territory)
New Dimensions in Technology, Inc. (NDT) — Recruiter/Sales
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station — Summer Research Assistants-2004
University of New Hampshire Upward Bound — Tutor Counselor PositionsSummer 2004
Thursday. April 8
Bloomfield Leisure Services — Various Summer Jobs-2004
Friday, April 9
Hartford, The — CaLMS Account Representative
Siemens Information and Communication Networks, Inc. (Interviews on Campus
04/14/04) — Sales
Exam One — Insurance Sales Representative
Fidelity Investments— Sales Associate
Monday. April 12
JusticeCorps — Community Organizer
Wednesday, April U
Abercrombie & Fitch (Interviews on Campus 04/19/04) — MIT/Home OftT",e
Thursday, April IS
Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute (CHCI) — CHCI 2004 Scholarship
Awards
Ford & Associates, Inc. — Analyst
Vermont Academy — Teaching Internship / Bentley Fcliowship
Friday. April 16
City of New York (New York. City) — NYC Police Officer
Massachusetts Audubon Society —Naturalist/Instructor-Summer 2004; Lead
Instrucior-Prescliool Nature Camp - Summer 2004
Merck. Research Laboratories — Organic Chemists
The Westport Company — Associate
Brigham's [ce Cream— Part-Time Special Events Staff-Summer 2004
I Have a Dream® Foundation of Boulder County (IHAD) — I Year AmcriCorps
Positions with IHAD

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruSting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5.00 PM
Waik-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job
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Baseball Comes Back Strong
Men's Lacrosse
Loses Two Games
continued from page 21
Nick Petri '06 closed the half
for Trinity, scoring with only five
seconds left to leave the Bantams
down 4-3 at half time.

with an unassisted goal from
Kahn.
Three
unanswered
Amherst goals sealed the win for
the Jeffs.
"Amherst was a tough loss for

1 feel that this team can go a long way
intheNESCAC."
- Geoffrey Shaw '04
"I thought we came out very us," stated Shaw. "They were a
well against Amherst," said Shaw. very good team and all I can hope
"We scored four quick goals but for is that we're going to get
basically in the end they wore us another chance to play them
down. We were a little short- again. We came out flat and made
handed and as the game went on
some uncharacteristic mistakes."
they just pulled away. They were
Shaw made 14 saves for the
a very good team and I thought Bantams in the losing effort. This
we played well all things considloss causes Trinity's record to
ered."
drop to 3-2 overall and 1-1 in the
Amherst's
Amherst took over in the third NESCAC league.
quarter, scoring four goals. Coly record improves to 3-1 overall
and 1-0 in the NESCAC.
Smith '06 scored his first goal of
the second half for Trinity and it
On the season outlook, Shaw
was the only goal the Bantams
said, "There is nothing expected
could score in the third quarter.
of us, and we are an incredibly
Skiff opened the fourth quarter talented team. I feel that this
with a goal in the first minute to team can go a long way in the
bring the Bantams within two NESCAC and that there's nothing
goals.
we can't accomplish. We have
The Jeffs scored again how- the talent, the heart, and the desire
ever, to bring the lead to three to prove everybody wrong and
again. The Bantams responded show that we can compete."

Chyck Pratt

Men's baseball lost the weekend series against Bowdoin.

Upcoming Events:
vs. Worcester Tech, Mon. Mar. 29
vs. Bates, Fri. Apr. 2
vs. Bates (double header), Sat. Apr. 3
vs. Western Conn., Tue. Apr. 6

Softball
vs. Smith, Tue. Mar. 30
@ Teikyo Post, Thurs. Apr. 1
vs. Bates (double header), Sat. Apr.3

Men's Lacrosse
vs. Conn. College, Wed. Mar. 31
vs. Tufts, Sat Apr. 3

Women's Lacrosse
vs, Amherst, Wed. Mar. 31
vs. Colby, Sat. Apr. 3

Men's Tennis
vs. Colby, Sat. Apr. 3
vs. Drew, Sun. Apr. 4

eran striking out 12 in seven
innings. At the end of this long
Florida trip, Trinity was ranked
number one in New England and
fifth in the nation.
The only real low point thus
far was dropping a three game
series to Bowdoin this past weekend at home. The team responded
by clobbering WPI, Mar. 29, 143. Juniors Matt Engster and Billy
Wise led the charge by going 3-5
and 3-4, respectively. Wise homered for one of his three hits. Chris
Rodday
'05 and Brendan
Timmins '06 each pitched a solid
outing in the victory.
"This was a good win to get

continued from page 21
included 16-0 and 8-1 wins over
the William Paterson College
Pioneers and the Westfield State
College Owls. Junior right-hander Mark Tremblay pitched a
complete game, three-hit, shut out
against William Paterson and
Natale went 4-4, as Trinity pummeled William Paterson for 15
runs in the first three innings en
route to a 16-0 triumph in five
innings.
Against Westfield State, it
was all righty Jon Rappaport '07
who also pitched a complete
game. In his collegiate debut,
Rappaport pitched like a wily vet-

Softball Home Opener
•iiccessful After Break
SAM Z M N
SPORTS WRITER
Just like many college students around
the nation, the Trinity women's softball
team was dreaming all winter about enjoying Spring Break in sunny Florida. But
their concept of Spring Break would be
much different than your average student's.

Cusic Classic in Fort Meyers, Fla.
Sophomore right-hander Victoria Moshier
gave the Bantams a tremendous start to
their season and set the stage for what was
to come over the next three games, by striking out seven, walking one, and only allowing one hit over five innings. Sarah
Churchill '06 helped Trinity offensively

"We were happy with the wins, but we were in some
close games that we felt we should have won."
-- Sara Dougherty '07
A rigorous schedule of nine games in five
days was what was awaiting the Bantams
in southern Florida. But the Bantams were
up to the task, going 5-4 over their spring
tour.
Trinity opened the season with three
straight shut-out victories at the Gene

Women's Tennis

with three hits helping Trinity to take down
Saint Joseph's of Brooklyn 9-0.
Freshman pitching sensation Sara
Dougherty was the difference maker in
See SOFTBALL on page 23

"MY SPIRITUAL QUEST"

@ Holy Cross, Thur. Apr. 1
vs. Colby, Sat. Apr. 3
@ MIT, Sun. Apr. 4

Men's Rowing

after this weekend," Engster said.
"We did all the little things today,
we got guys on base, moved them
over, and scored a lot of runs."
Senior
captain
Tony
O'Shaughnessy said, "The games
we lost, we really just beat ourselves by making some untimely
errors. Once we pick up that
aspect of the game we are really
going to be tough to beat. Right
now our team is built around the
strongest pitching staff in New
England. We also have a great
group of hitters on this team, but
we graduated 38 homeruns from
last year's squad, so we are probably the only team in the nation
that can graduate that much
power and still be a force."
This upcoming weekend will
be a real test for the Bantams. In
order for them to win their division they must play with a level
of consistency. The Bantams have
a series against Bates over the
weekend and O'Shaughnessy
said, 'The team is aiming for a
sweep this 'weekend at Bates. We
are all about ready to get back on
track and put together a bunch of
solid games in a row. I don't want
to come off as cocky but once this
team starts playing the aspects of
the game like we know how, we
are going to be really tough to
beat."

Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
April 5, 6, & 7

@ Tufts, Sat. Apr. 3

12noon - 12:30pm in the Friendship Chapel

Women's Rowing

Faculty members reflect on the theme "My Spiritual Quest". Each
service begins with a short prayer, followed by faculty reflection and a
student response.

@ Tufts, Sat. Apr. 3

Men's Track and Field

MONDAY:

Trinity Invitational, Sat. Apr. 3

Women's Track and
Field
Trinity Invitational, Sat. Apr. 3

TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:

David Cruz-Uribe, Associate
Professor of Mathematics
Gail Woldu, Associate
Professor of Music
William Church, Associate Professor
of Chemistry and Neuroscience
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Softball Beats St. Joe's 13-2 \W. Lacrosse Wins
Against Conn. Goll.

continued from page 22
Trinity's next three wins.
Dougherty pitched a five-hit shut
out versus the Richard Stockton
College Ospreys to help Trinity
move to 2-0. The very next day
Dougherty blanked Grinnell
College 2-0, striking out seven
and also helping the effort with
two big hits to insure the victory.
In the nightcap Dougherty came
in relief to help Trinity hold on to
a 13-5 win over Westfield State.
While the Bantam's went 4-0
in their first four games in
Florida, the second half of their
spring schedule proved to be
more difficult, only going a disappointing 1-4 in their next five
games. The Bantam's suffered
tough losses against St. Lawrence
University and Keene State but
was able to salvage a victory
Mount Holyoke.

team's sentiment at the end of
their 5-4 spring trip, "We were
happy with the wins, but we were
in some close games that we felt
we should have won."
So after a mixed showing in
Florida, Trinity felt they needed
to put forth a strong showing for
their home opener versus
Worcester State. However, their
scheduled home opener was cancelled due to poor field conditions, so they would have to wait
another day to kick off their New
England season.
Dougherty
talked about the cancelled game
and its effect on the team. "The
rain out on Tuesday made us

more focused to come out with a
big effort Wednesday versus St.
Joseph's (Ct)." Trinity did exactly that, trouncing St. Joe's on the
way to a 13-2 victory.
Moshier allowed only two
runs on four hits over five
innings. The game was shortened
due to the enforced "mercy rule."
Churchill had three hits and an
RBI in the game, while her teammate Dougherty pitched in with
an impressive 3-3 day at the plate,
with three doubles and three
RBI's.
The Bantam's next game is at
home versus Smith on Tuesday,
Mar. 30.

Trinity went into the last day
of their spring tournament with a
5-2 record hoping that two good
showings would giving them an
impressive 7-2 start to the season
and a great deal of momentum
coming into their home opener.
But the "softball gods" were not
with the Bantams that day. They
were blown out 9-0 by Southern
Maine in the .first game of the
^ ' a n d
then lost a
game 3-2 against Grinnell
College, who was tasting revenge
for their 2-0 loss at the hands of
the Bantams only four days
. before. Dougherty expressed the
Lindsey Freeman '06 gets a hit against S t joe's

continued from page 24
about their upcoming season.
"We are all confident that this
season will be a big one for the
Trinity women's lacrosse program," said Robinson.
The first NESCAC game
against Connecticut College last

McNeraey made two saves in
33:32 of playing time.
Three days later, Trinity
faced the Tufts' Jumbos, which
was a close, tough game, with the
Bantams falling, 10-8. The game
was tied twice at 1-1 and 2-2, the
Jumbos only leading 4-3^ at the

"We are all confident that this season
will be a big one for the Trinity women's
lacrosse program." - Alice Robinson '04
Wednesday, Mar. 24, was a clear
showing of the team's strength.
Although Connecticut College
took an early lead in the game,
starting with a. 3-1 lead, Trinity
rallied after the Camel's last goal,
'5:56 into the game.
They scored five of the next
seven goals, making the score 6-5
at the half.
In the second half the
Bantams increased their lead to
10 goals over six, and this
momentum carried them through
the game to a final score of 13-8.
Gratry scored three of those
goals; Lauren Malinowski '07,
Meredith Murphy '06, Nesbit,
and Walsh added two goals
apiece; Neil and Takasuye each
scored one goal. Between the
pipes, senior goalie Alexandra
Benjamin made seven saves in
26:28 of playing time, and

break. However, the first two
goals of the second half were for
Tufts, followed by two goals in
ten seconds, which extended the
lead to 8-4 with 15 minutes
remaining.
Gratry and Malinowski had
three goals each, and Walsh and
Nesbit each added one goal to the
tally. Benjamin had eight saves.
In their five games so far, the
team has collectively scored 62
goals. At the other end of the
field, goalies Benjamin and
McNerney have stopped a total of
56 shots on goal. Despite their
loss to Tufts on Saturday, the
lacrosse team is still 1-1 in the
N E S C A C a n d a -3-2 record
a l l ; • ': '..'••.•-••. ' • - • • • .

over-

' : -..

The women's lacrosse team
plays NESCAC rival Amherst at
home this Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. on Robin L. Sheppard field.

FREE
DELIVERY

OPEN 7 DATS A WEEK
11:00AM TO 9:00AM

HAHTFORD

With $7.00
Minimum Purchase

AVENUE

236-2616
14* Medium $8.99

SUM*

16" Large $10.39

Additional Toppings: 51.00 on Med. S1.30 ort Large
Bacon
Hamburger
Peppetoni
ToSes
Garlic
Onions
Spinach
Anchovies
Sausage
Eggplant
Mushrooms
Cherry
Olives
Ricotta
Peppers

CHICKEN SALAD
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives am)
^ I P I A U D
55 99
Ham, turkey, cheesejeauce tomatoes, cuwirnbers,
green peppers ana olives.
ANTIPASTO
$5.99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplarrf,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers, lettuce and

Additional Toppings: $2.00 each {4 H w a Kotlw Please)

ft

PASTA AND DINNERS
™W™SAUCE .,,,,,,,,..,?6.50

SPA<3HeTTI 0 R Z

SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WTH MEA.TBAU.$.,.,,,.,7,99
CHICKEN FINGERS..
.
<16"> - | 3 2 S SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WtTH SAUSAGE ..........7.99
FRiES/CHEESE """™I"Z,,"!!!"""!!"l'""!3a.'99 EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WTTH PASTA .7.99
ONION RINGS
,
$1.99 CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA .8.95
CINNAMON STICS
$3.99 w A , B O M I ^ I A M A U , ™ B*«TA
t a*
BREADSTICKS
........
.$2.99 V E A L PARMIGIANA WtTH PASTA
.7.99
CHIPS
»..„ ..50 BAKED ZITI,., -„.„.....„
„ ........7.99

GA RLIC B R E A D W t T H C H E E S E

...4599 W B H ^ i r a | | W | | | | M | STUFFED SHELLS......
Tuna, lettuce, cheese tomatoes, olives and cucumbers M I B I B l l ^ M w M w f c w I i i y i w i ^ M I I B ^ W I I ^ MEAT RAVIOLI.-....GREEK SALAD
.....,$5.99 COOKED SALAMI
.$4.50 ..$9.00 CHEESE RAVIOLI.

Medium

Urge

....$11.§9

.,418.99

,u, T Bsrtc

*9fl9

Wlth

CHICKEN CUTLET..

$1199 W»w»*iwww»^^

P'J|<||||!te^anoeff«X'pm$,

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

Cheese^Cate ^

$2.25 V|AL PARNpiANA^•^—^Jg ^ » «*h * ™P*

to^lms^ram'aw chwsTgi^o?para'ey,Tretfano j g B ^ l M i ^ l f M S i l ^ ^ M S H1 i MEATBALLS
!";"Z"Z""Z!"4iS0 T.A00
olive oil
„ . _ _iP
P ^Orange,
P g F i aSprite,
i y W BCemonade,
S g g g ' l gPepsi,
SgP'"
SAUSAGE
,.™...450 ....9.00
igRe,
FISH ...„.,
......4.50 ....9.00
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice &
Fresh"M6ziafella," freshi diicken, garlic, onions,
B.L.T.—
—......4,50 ....9.O0
tomaloes,feastedinrano]»dosing
Orange juice
VEGGIE/CHEESE
4.S0....9.00
..,,....$11.99
$14.99
•„„»«.,««,•«.•..» -.«--«.

Special
Large Cheese .
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda

With any Large
Cheese Pizza

ITALIAN

62616

&'MM wt mm w* * * HW •** "•* '

.,

•

- - •«»

Served with Cofesla* & French Fries

4.99....9.98

t n i MM MM *m * • t

$1.00
OFF
Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

$15.99 FREE i FREE
Topping Extra
Topping Extra | »

7.50

.4.50 ....9.00

...........4,50 ....9.00

9

^

7.99
7.99

Chicken Breast
47.75 HAM
.._~~ ......4.50 ,,..9
TOSSED SALAD
Lr$.$4.50
Sm.S2.25 l y s S f L j ' j i y
•"""
sftfj r»i,,m»o
A*a
,$11.99 ...........|14.99
ROAST B E E F —
......4.50 ...,9.§0
Frenct , siueCfieese, Ranch.Thousaod Island,
Each additional item .75
«rt and sliced tomatoes
Uallaft.Creamy Italian, GreekCaesar
TUNA
,
, .4.50 ....9.00
40 COMBO (2 kinds erf^boye)...,....,.,,4.50 ..,,9,00
S 1 4 9 9 EXTRA DRESSING
FRlEfi CHICKEN fifSEAPWJtf
l 1 88
' *
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
,....4.50 ....9.00

HOUSE SPECIAL
S a ^ P

HAWAIIAN....
Pineapple
ineapple and ham
ham

— 7.99
..
„

236-2616

Buy a
Cheese
With one Topping and
Get a Second Large
Cheese for

$2.00
OFF

$ 6 . 9 9 ; Cheese8pei
236-2616
«an'llwcDml*ioclwl1h«nyo«i©r«ffer.

236-2616
ICoupon-can't bo combined with any other offer.

Buy
Giant
Grinder and Get
1 Bag of Chips & 1
Can of Soda

FREE
336-2616
mnrnwuffflns whenowtorln&.
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Track Teams Start W. Lacrosse Splits Weekend
Women's Team Beats Conn. College, Loses to Tufts This Week
Season Off Strong
ERIN BARCLAY

CHRIS MOORE

just edging out fellow Bantam
SPORTS WRITER Jared Bullock '05.
Bullock was the top finisher
The Trinity College track and
for Trinity in the triple jump, finfield team headed to New
ishing in fourth place. In the disLondon, Conn., on Mar. 27 for
cus throw, Alvin Chon '04 led the
the
Connecticut
College
way in ninth place. He then went
Invitational. Here they were
on to win the hammer throw with
joined by the US Coast Guard
a toss of 45.93 meters. In the
Academy, Keene State, Amherst,
UMass-Dartmouth, Smith, Mt. javelin throw, the Bantams were
led by Orr, who finished in ninth
Holyoke, and host school
place.
Connecticut College.
In the women's competition,
The men's squad, led by a
the Bantams dominated the disnumber of strong finishes.in the
tance events, but also surprised
sprinting events, finished in
fourth place, edging out Amherst . many with strong finishes in the
sprinting disciplines. In the 200and falling just short of Keene
meter dash,
State. The US Coast Guard
Academy won the meet.
Elizabeth Franco '07 led the
way with a seventh place finish.
The women's team closed the
As the meet moved to the disday in third place, ahead of Keene
tance events, Trinity's women
State and just short of the US
took charge. In the 800-meter
Coast Guard Academy and the
run, the Trinity women took the
winning school, Smith College.
top three spots and six of the top
James Porter '04 had an
twelve, led by junior Christina
extremely successful meet, beginKane.
ning with a third place finish in
the 200-meter dash, with a time of
Following Kane was Kristina
22.96. He was followed by Sean
Miner '07 in second and Haley
Langton '07 in fourth and Hayes
McConaghy
'06 in third.
:
f i l l e r in
fifth.
;
Freshman Kathryn Nielson finPorter was very pleased with
ished sixth, and she was followed
the meet, and said "I was kind of
by Kathleen Forbes '04, Jackie
nervous about how the weekend
Kupper '06 and Romola Ratnam
would go, but we got there and
'07, all in the top 16. Kane also
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The men's track team finished 4th over the weekend.
won the 1500 meter run, where
the sun came out and I told
she was followed by Miner in
myself, 'It's gonna be a good
second and Kupper in fourth.
day.'"
He also mentioned the Senior Liz Brown won the 5000
Bantams' first-years, saying "We meters for the women, followed
have a really strong freshman by Kristina Depeau '04 in fourth.
In the relay events, the lady
class,
especially
sprinters.
They've been a huge part of the Bantams took fourth in the 4x100
and second in the 4x400. Sarah
team and they've shown they're
Bengtson led a strong freshman
definitely ready to contribute."
showing for Trinity, winning the
In the 800-meter run, freshman Nate Gravel led the way with women's high jump with a jump
a 10th place finish followed by of 1.57 meters.
In the triple jump, Forbes had
Matt Termine '06, Louis Evans
the top finish for the Bantams,
'05, and Paul Jarboe '07.
taking fifth place with a jump of
In the 1500-Meter run, it was
once agaiu Gravel leading Trinity 9.49 meters.
The Bantams are home next
with a seventh place finish, followed by Termine in ninth place weekend, Apr. 3, for the Trinity
College Invitational. They'll be
and Jarboe in 17th.
The Bantams continued their joined by many of the teams from
strong showing as they headed last weekend, notably Coast
into the field events. In the long Guard, Connecticut College and
jump, Langton led the way with a Amherst, as well as other
third place jump of 6.02 meters, NESCAC schools.

- SPORTS WRITER
While many of us were tanning and napping in some warm
place over Spring Break, the
women's lacrosse team was scoring goals down in Florida. The
team went 2-1 in Florida, losing
to Gettysburg, one of the top
teams in Division III.
Senior co-captain Alice
Robinson said, "Spring Break is

always a great way to solidify
what we have been working on
since the middle of February and
it is a great time for us to be
together on and off the field."

two goals, but Trinity replied with
eight straight goals.
Bea Gratry '05 scored nine
goals in the game, four of them in
the eight-goal run. Junior Tracy

The women's lacrosse team
kicked off the season with a 1510 win over Scranton in Orlando,
Scranton began the game with

Nesbit scored two, and Catherine
Neil '06, Betsey Walsh '04, and
Kara Takasuye '06 each added
one goal apiece.. Freshman
goalie Kate McNerney. made 11
out of 13 game saves in her college debut, logging 30 minutes of
playing time.
After the win against
Scranton, the team picked up an
18-4 win against Dickinson, and
lost 11-10 in a close game to
Gettysburg.
Since returning to Trinity,
they've played two more games,
and extended their record to 3-2.
. Their sole NESCAC loss thus far
was to Tufts, who hadn't beaten
them since 2000.
Still, the team is hopeful

www.trincoll.edu

Women's lacrosse defeated Conn. College, 13-8.

See LACROSSE on page 23

Men's Tennis Starts Off Hot
A. PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
When you have to take a
break from success, it's nice to
pick up where you left off. So far
this spring, the men's tennis team
has done just that. After a remarkable fall, these Bantams shook off
bad weather and winter rust to
start with a flourish.
As of Saturday, the team h a s '
played three matches this spring,
and their play has been crisp and
impressive. The entire team has
only sacrificed two team points so
far, and has blown out the opposition. Saturday saw Trinity
matched up against an also undefeated Wheaton team. However,
despite being even in the rankings, this match was a no-contest.
The Bantams blanked the outmatched Wheaton team 7-0, and
not one player dropped a set.
Among the highlights, freshman
Brian Marsden won 6-4 and 6-3,
Jimmie Ames '06 took his match
6-2 and 6-1, Csaba Godry '04
cruised 6-0 and 6-3, and co-captain Scott Levy '04 took both his
sets 6-2. Trinity also swept the
doubles matches to secure the
seventh and final point.
The Bantams built momentum going into the match from
their two previous victories, when
they defeated both Holy Cross
and Hope 6-1.
Against
Hope,
Levy,
Marsden, Ames, and Godry all
posted big wins, and the only
team point given up came from
the sixth spot. Holy Cross

received a beating, as Trinity took
three matches 6-0, 6-1, including
one by sophomore John Hart.
As of now, the story of the
spring has been the freshman sensation, Marsden. When Trinity's
• top player, co-captain Richard
Lawrence '04, went down with a
• wrist injury, someone was needed
to take his spot in the number one
slot. As of now, Marsden has
more than filled his shoes.
But that isn't the only place
Trinity has drawn its strength
from. The Bantams' greatest asset
might be the overall talent of the
lineup from top to bottom. "Every
team has a good number one and
two. We have more depth than
almost any other team," said
Godry. Marsden, filling in for
Lawrence, took care of one potential hole, but the fact is that
Trinity has more quality players
than it has slots to play them in.

Last year, Trinity relied heavily
on four freshmen in their lineup,
but this year they actually have
trouble finding a place for each to
play. Not only that, but "all four
of them have matured in their
game," said Godry,
Trinity also has the advantage
of playing the season with a chip
on their shoulder. Despite winning all five of their fall matches
7-0, the team ended the fall only
ninth in the ITA regional rankings, and some players feel they
have something to prove. Godry
continued, "I believe we are a
much better team than the number
nine."
The team will get its chance
to prove itself in the upcoming
weeks, as much stronger opponents are lined up on the schedule. These matches will give the
team the opportunity to show
everyone just how talented it is.

Chuck Pratt

The men's tennis team blanked Wheaton, 7-0, this weekend.
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NESCACApprovesStreaking
as Inter-Colle$ate Competition
Trinity Confident About Domination of New Sport in NESCAC
Head Coach of the soon to
be minted female team, Newta
Tee, says that she is sure Trinity
is going to dominate this sport,
The New England Small
"I walk around campus during
College Athletic Conference
this time of year and see nothhad decided to insititute streaking but natural talent. These
ing as a sport. Negotiations
girls already barely wear
have begun with Wesleyan and
enough to keep warm. I doubt
Amherst to form a bare bones
we'll even need to train very
framework with Trinity. They
hard. The Squash program betare hoping to have try-outs late
ter get used to sharing die spotthis fall and begin training next
light because Trin is sure to
January.
establish a dynasty."
Men's . Streaking
Coach Bear Johnson
agreed with this assessment, "I just wish we
weren't losing so many
gifted individuals to
graduation. I went to
Senior Brunch to scout
talent and there were a
few real showmen there.
I'm hoping the underclassmen can manage
the sport with the same
combination of fearless
aggression and finesse.
One big dude was even
wearing a necktie; New
that's class!"
Organized Streaking
is not nearly as popular'
as its younger drunken
Jen Atalia
cousin, hut it is a quickly spreading trend that is sure to
Hartford locals watch the
gain steam when Trinity estabfijn!
lishes its NESCAC league.

SADOV MABOOB

EVIL SLUT

Coach Tee said that she was surprised at how easy an idea it
was to sell to the Administration
and Trustees, "All I did was
bring pictures Johnson had
taken at Brunch and they were
convinced. Some of the older
men were especially enthusiastic about the idea."
The Chairman of the Board
of Trustees and former Psi-U
brother Elder Lee Whiteman
certainly appeared fired up
about this proposal, "Just think
of the revenue this will generate
for the college. There are no
uniforms to buy and you can bet
people will show up at the

B. Thong

This is will be a common sight next year.
meets. We may even need to
build a new stadium. Finally, a
sport Trinity can be good at that
people will actually care
about!"
Student opinion has been
consistently positive. One tan
skinned, platinum haired sociol-

Streakers will be judged on speed and style.

ogy major was overheard saying, "Like, I can't wait! Like,
I'm soooo hot. Like, this is
TOTALLY going to launch my
modeling career!" A member of
the football team who wishes to
remains anonymous is quoted
as saying, "Wait, it's gonna be
in the spring? Finally there's
something to do in the off season! I mean, it gets boring after
a few months of drinking beer
and having sex with sociology
majors."
It is suspected that this will
be a big draw to the college.
When a. tour was approached
for comment, one skinny,
bespectacled
pre-frosh
exclaimed, "I was going to go to
Harvard, %ut then I heard about
the naked kids here! I'm definitely not going to try out for
the Streaking team, but I'll be at
every match!"
It is rumored that both Bush
twins are looking in to transferring to Trinity to be on our
team.

Mud Wrestling Officially Added to SpringWeekend
women's organization stated
team is responsible for coordi- teered to officiate. It is rumored
whelmingly positive response
that "women are. not sex
nating
with
another
team
to
that
the
entire
male
faculty
has
to
the
possible
creation
of
a
SPORTS WRITER
wrestle with. Three-way fights volunteered as well but no inde- objects, as they have been treattournament," said one member
ed for so long on this campus.
are also acceptable. TCWC pendent sources could confirm
of the administration who
TCWC, the Trinity College
hopes that the student body will this. TCWC was careful to add We hope that by increasing the
Wrestling Council would like to wished to remain unnamed.
respond positively and creative- that not only the physical out- amount of money awarded to
"Besides, these Trinity girls are
announce the advent of a mudly to this
come of the match will deter- women who participate, female
so hot, who wouldn't want to
wrestling tournament to this
idea
by
mine the winner, but outfits, athletes will finally be apprecisee
them
catfight
in
a
mud
pit?"
year's Spring Weekend. The
ated and be allowed to expose
creativity of moveOther officials associated with c r e a t i n g
administration and TCWC
'theme
ment, overall mud- themselves to the Trinity commembers were so impressed last the college have expressed simfights.'
diness, and skimpi- munity."
year with the popularity of the ilar sentiments, adding that it's
T
C
W
C
ness of clothing
Chyna, of former WWF
"like
a
dream
come
true"
and
mud wrestling matches that
members sugIwill also, be fac- fame, has volunteered to host
that they "can't stop thinking
occurred in past years that they
gested several
tored into the judgthe event and hinted that she
about it."
have decided to make this tourthemes in order
ing.
may be interested in wrestling
The tournament will have a
nament a staple of Spring
to stimuwith any Trinity male who
loose structure. Students must
A
Weekend.
shows interest.
enter on an individual basis. All late
TCWC is increasing the stumatches will be single-sex to
This would be the only
dent activity fee by $500 per
decrease the possibility of any
male-female match allowed, as
student to accommodate this
'diversionary activities' being
Chyna is in no way affiliated
new event. A permanent 'ring'
embarked
upon by participants.
with Trinity and is , entirely
is being planned for the
responsible for her own physiSouthwest corner of the LSC Each tournament is based upon
a 'process of elimination' where
cal well-being. Due to the highquad by the same company that
Meow
ly messy and sporadic nature of
designs rings for the WWF. one loss will result in eliminaMud wrestling has a long history at Spring Weekend.
tion from the tournament. A
the fighting, no official will be
Unlike traditional wrestling
$20 prize will be rewarded to the brains of Trinity students, maximum of ten matches are present in "The Pit" and Chyna
rings, this particular structure
the winner of the men's tournaincluding bikini fights, underallowed, with $200 being will be making all official deciwill be in the form of a shallow
ment while the winner of the
wear fights, naked fights, leopsions. The judges will be
awarded to the winning team.
pit to allow for better views for
ard sarong fights, miniskirt
At the behest of the Women's watching throughout and makall spectators. High-quality women's division will receive a
prize of $500.
fights, and fights with Playboy
Center, the award for the male ing notes on the performance of
mud is being shipped in from
Additionally, several expo- model look-alikes.
all involved.
exposition matches has been
the tri-state area that has been
sition matches have been tentaThe exposition matches will
lowered to $15, in hopes of raiscarefully screened to eliminate
Sign up sheets will be posttively scheduled, depending
be judged by past and present
ing the female community's ed in Mather this week and stubugs, rocks, and other debris.
upon student interest. These Trinity administrators. So far
sense of self-esteem and self- dents are urged to be prompt in
"We have discreetly spoken
matches -can be entered on a
Dick Hersh, Evan Dobelle, and worth. In a statement that will registering as interest is expect-.
with many students on campus
team or individual basis. Each
George Higgins have volunbe released to the campus, a
and have received an overed to be high.

AMANDA HUGINKIS
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Movie to be Filmed at Trinity
J E N ATALIA
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
HBO Films and the Trinity
Administration
have
just
announced a deal that could be
considered some of the most
exciting news on the Trinity
Campus in years. After months
of bargaining, HBO has convinced members of the Trinity
administration to allow their
next big film to be shot on campus.
The film, to be titled
Looking Back is scheduled to
begin filming within the next
three weeks.
The contract between the
two includes a number of regulations. HBO will be paying
Trinity an undisclosed amount
of money for allowing them to
film on the campus. The contract also states that HBO must
include twenty Trinity students
in the film as extras. These students have not been predetermined. Trinity students are
invited to attend one of five
casting calls to take place over
the next three weeks.
The film depicts the life of a
young adult just graduated from
college. It follows him over the
course of five months, as he
lives with his parents at home'
and patientiv,awaits a job offer.
: what is shot at Trinity
will be flashbacks to his days in
college. HBO has not yet stated
where on campus it will be
shooting the film. Rumor is,

Rob "Traitor" Leitzeli

Ashton Kutcher will be at
Trinity this semester.
much of it will be filmed on the
quad, around the Long Walk,
and possibly even in Jarvis or
Seabury.
The producers of the film
have finalized contracts with a
number of big stars said to play
key roles in the film. The main
role will be filled by Ashton
Kutcher, who stated in an interview that he hopes he will get to
spend a great deal of time with
Trinity students and experience
the college life he missed out
on. Another actor who have
been rumored to have signed a
deal with HBO is Ben Affleck,
which suggests that this is a
Project Greenlight production.
Actresses said* to make appearances in the film include Hillary
Duff and Kristin Kreuk. HBO

stated that they hope Trinity students will fill many other
female roles.
Both Trinity administrators
and HBO are very excited about
the film. An anonymous member of the administration was
quoted saying, "I think this will
really open the Trinity community to the entire nation." The
producers are excited about the
numerous potentials granted by
the beautiful buildings on campus.
The film is scheduled for
release in Spring of 2005.
Students should not be alarmed
to confused when they see
numerous camera crews showing up on campus in the weeks
to come. They should also be
prepared for the paparazzi that
will most likely appear due to
the large number of celebrities
that will be on campus. This
has also led to an Increase in
campus safety, and a tightening
of security throughout the campus.
Those students interested in
auditioning for a role in the film
are asked to call extension
2734, leaving a brief message
that includes your name, class
year, room extension, and a
brief description of why you
think you would be a good actor
or .actress in this film. All students are encouraged to take
advantage of the wonderful
opportunity.

ALF Real, Has Grotesque Child
With Whore Keira Kni^itley
FEATURES WRITER
ARTS EDITOR
According to CIA files
declassified last week, there
have been extra-terrestrials on
our planet. However, there was
no major cover up made, and no
dissection of alien bodies ever
occurred. It all happened in the
early 70's when a spaceship
from the distant planet of

Melmac crashed into studio 18
on the Warner Brothers lot in
Los Angeles. The alien survived the crash, but was quickly
enslaved by-the studio.
Realizing the potential
moneymaker they had on thenhands they began utilizing this
alien in some of their more
degrading low-budget films.
Under the pom pseudonym of
ALF, the extra-terrestrial made

numerous films all of which
ended in financial ruin, even
ALF's favorite Evil Sluts tike to
Do It With Aliens. Then, right
before he was going to be
turned over to the government
for observation and eventual
dissection, a brash young producer suggested he become the
star of a sitcom.
After much deliberation, the
series ALF was born. It was
instantly a hit, right up there
with Small Wonder and Mr.
Belvedere.' However, as is the
eventual fate of all sitcoms, the
show was cancelled in the late
80's and ALF was given his
freedom from the studio. He
then proceeded to lay low
through the nineties doing only
a few appearances in malls and
grocery stores. It was around
this time that he first met then
struggling
actress
Keira
Knightley.
• There was an immediate
attraction between the two, and
they soon began dating in
secret. They had a fairly loose
relationship until the - day
Knightley found out she was
pregnant. ALF is recorded to
have said, "how do you know
it's mine you f#$% whore,"
upon learning the news.
Unfortunately ALF doesn't
have DNA, or blood, so a test to
see if he was the father was
impossible. Regardless, nine
months later Keira gave birth to

A photo verifying the two actors' relationship.

Around Trinity
AT hearts Aliens
AT witnessed what appeared to be a giant alien
spaceship landing on the quad on Friday night.
AT was on AT's way to one of themed parties at
a Vernon St. organization when out of the sky
came a giant silver disc that smelled like cherries. Beings proceeded to emerge from the contraption and asked AT if AT would like a panini.
AT politely refused as AT is on a low-carb diet,
but thanked them profusely and offered to give
the aliens AT's eye patch. The aliens seemed
delighted and took AT's gift, then in a flurry of
light, smoke, and the tunes of John Mellencamp
they were gone as quickly as they came. AT is
still a little confused, but hopes they will return
again, this time bearing less starchy food.
Yay for Weeknights
On Thursday night, AT decided to live on the
wild side and leave AT's room to go find something more entertaining than Magnum P.I.
reruns. As AT wandered around campus, AT was
shocked find that other people had the same
idea as AT and also wanted to party! AT never
knew that on a weeknight studious Trinity students would take time off from their work to do
ice luges, but AT is happy that AT knows this
now. AT has decided to stop working ail together and instead spend AT's free time working on
a masterful recreation of the Mona Lisa-made
entirely out of Velveeta product.
AT Likes Bold Words
AT is sick of being called AT. It is no fun to
always be referred to as AT (or Around Trinity if
you are AT's mom). AT wishes that AT had a
real name and because people-sornetrmes mix
up AT and PT. PT is not as cool as AT nor is ...
there any relation there whatsoever. Not after
last week there isn't. AT would like to tell PT
that the next time PT wants to "talk" that AT
would like to be treated like any other decent
human being. AT would also like to be called
something more suave, like Edward or
Nathaniel.
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